Dear Campers and Staff of Camp Agudah:
As I sit here and write this letter its hard to believe that another fun filled summer
has come to a close. A lot of people worked very hard in order to make this yearbook
happen and I would like to apologize now for anyone I may have forgotten. Firstly, I
would like to express my hacoras hatov to Hashem for his ever lasting kindness.
I would like to thank our director, Meir Frishman for his countless hours that he devotes
to camp to make our summer the best it can be.
Our head counselor Rabbi Kaufman for making Camp Agudah the Ruach filled place that
it is and for his Shaychos
Rabbi Karfiol, thank you for the censorship of the yearbook it would have been a
different yearbook with out you.
Rabbi Wolf, thank you for the time you gave me with all the questions (even if it all just
comes down to the same thing).
Rabbi Feivelson, Rabbi Lichtman, Rabbi Zucker, Rabbi Neiman, thank you for making
Camp Agudah what it is and always being there for me.
Rabbi Bald, Avi Taub, thank you for making this summer one of the most interesting and
fun filled summers in Camp Agudah history.
Mrs. Rand, thank you for all your computer help, sorry for making your life so difficult.
Eli Serebrowski, Sholom Lerner, thank you for taking time out of your busy hatzalah
schedule to provide all those hours of technical assistants.
Yaakov Roth and Leiby Soskin, Moshe Ludner thank you for taking time out of your day
and staying up late at night to help type.
Thank you for all those people who did some last minute typing, sory I cant thank you all
by name but I haven’t slept much in 3 days and I cant think straight.
Thank you to all the counselors for handing in your articles on time and for helping to
type them.
Reuven Schloss, thank you for all your moral support and for being there when I needed
you most.
Yonah Kaplowitz, thank you for being from Queens and for always being there for me.
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in
whatever it was that you may have done.
Pinny Faska

August 25, 2008
Dear Campers and Staff,
The cliché, "The summer flew by so fast ....where did it go," applied more than ever to
summer ‘08. The fast pace of the days and nights only goes to emphasize the good times that
were shared by all, Boruch Hashem!
Making camp run, however, is by no means a one man show. As RUACH COUNTRY
get bigger (and I get older, B”H), the team approach becomes more and more important and
necessary. It requires working with many people throughout the year, not just during the eight
weeks of the summer and I would like to personally give them all a great big, well deserved,
yasher koach; Rabbis: Belsky, Basch, Feifer, Feivelson, Finkelman, Duvie Frischman,
Halbertal, Karfiol, Katzenstein, Avrohom Moshe Kaufman, Levovitz, Pearl and Wolf. The
wonderful team of Sruly and Rechi Schwebel and Yehuda. Thanks to Mrs. Kaufman and Mrs.
Aviva Parnes. And to a very special group of learning Rabbeim headed by Rabbis Basch and
Levovitz .Thanks also to our very organized and dependable transportation coordinator, Chesky
and his reliable crew, Ephraim (Wisky), Yanky, Gershon and YY Hirsch, the great Counselors,
J.C.’s, Life Guards, Specialties, Waiters Junior Staff and office crew, Yeshaya Teitelbaum,
Elish Gottdiner, Dovi Pinter and Yitzchok Senft. As well as the Machane Ephraim Head
Counselors, Eli and Tuvia.
The prime movers behind Camp Agudah, who work closest with me throughout the
year, Rabbis Simcha Kaufman and Motty Karfiol. Their year-round devotion is extraordinary
and visible each and every day. Rabbi Kaufman has become Camp Agudah’s Neshomo
Yesairah every Shabbos, giving his legendary Shabbos Droshos which are meaningful
masterpieces of ingenuity and creativity and are enjoyed by campers and staff members of all
ages, myself included. In the Z'chus of their Harbatzas Torah B'rabim, may they and their dear
Rebbetzins, who share in this great mitzvah, be Zocheh to see continued Simchos and Nachas
from their families.
After thirty three years she still brings creativity and "good cheer" to everything she
does. Mrs. Zahava Lankry's willingness to make each meal exciting and delicious is evident
day in and day out. May she and Rabbi Lankry be Zocheh to Nachas from their children and
grandchildren.
I must also give special thanks to Henchi and Pearl, who keep me organized all year
round. I am truly fortunate and grateful to work with them and I thank them from the bottom
of my heart for their continuous and dependable dedication – and I know it’s getting harder and
harder as the years go by. Fitting in perfectly with this “A” team is Aidee
Richmond and
Mrs. Basch, who make some of the paper-work bearable ... thank you.
In his quiet and unassuming manner, he always gets the job done right .... the first
time. As the true ben torah he is, Reb Shimon’s 24/7 job never got in the way of his finding
time to spend in the bais medrash. I am eternally grateful to him for making my job much,
much easier and for setting the bar higher every year. Thanks you to his dedicated crew,
Yehuda and Yossi (who we still consider to be on loan to Camp Bnos), Shlomie, Boruch, Shya,
and our all ‘round what-ever-you-need Yaakov Kaplan and our life saver, Eli Serebrowski.
Last, but not least, mega thanks to my "Ashes Chayl", Chanie, h j,a who besides
putting up with me and my schedule, always finds the time to be available and helpful, despite
her own very busy personal schedule.
It's now time to close. Again, many thanks to all, especially the campers for making
this season a phenomenal success.
Sincerely,
Meir Frischman
Director

From the desk of… Rabbi Kaufman
Head Counselor Camp Agudah
Dear Campers,
As I sit down to write these few words for you, I really can’t believe
that this summer is over and we are returning back home. It was a beautiful,
successful, and exciting summer. Aside from seeing how much you enjoyed all
the wonderful activities that took place day and night in camp, it was most
gratifying for me to see you not only daven, learn as Bnei Torah, but live your
daily life 24 hours a day as such. You truly fulfilled B’Chol Derachecha Deiayhu in a spectacular way and were Mekadeish Sheim Shomayim.
When you pack your trunks remember to put in everything that you
learned here in camp and practice it all year long as only a true CAMP
AGUDAH RUACH Country boy can do with a RUACH COUNTRY Neshoma.

Your Head Counselor,
Rabbi Simcha Kaufman

From the desk of… Rabbi Basch
Learning Director Camp Agudah
Dear Campers,
As another wonderful summer draws to a close we must all express much hakoras
hatov to the Ribono Shel Olam for once again giving us the opportunity to spend our
summer in an atmosphere of Kedusha and Taharah away from negative influence of the
outside world and living amongst Bnei Torah in a Makom Torah. The thousands of hours
of limud HaTorah learned by our campers, Masmidim and staff members, should stand
as a Zechus for Acheinu Bais Yisroel and protect them from Kol Tzorah Shelo Tavo.
This year once again in addition to our very successful learning program-staffed
by a super group of learning Rabbeim, many hundreds of additional learning hours were
learned in the senior leagues Kollel Erev and the Shabbos afternoon learning program,
which packed the Masmidim Bais Medrash week after week. Camp Agudah’s learning
really never ended – whether it was the day after a majot trip, major play, OAR, color
war etc. our campers were out there doing their best and trying thei hardest to be ekayim
the mitzvah of V’salmud Torah K’neged Kulam. We are truly very proud of the best
Talmidim in the world-the campers of Camp Agudah.
May you all be Matzliach in the year ahead and may we together greet Moshiach
Tzidkainu and spend next summer in Camp Agudah B’Yerushalayim

Rabbi N.H. Basch
Learning Director

That will be the day when…
Boruch Rosenberg -CCYeshaya Rosner -CCChaim Glicher -CCAryeh Wielgus-CCYisroel Mordechai Schoenbrun-CCSimcha Liberman-CCMenachem Feder
Yehuda Leib Feifer
Avraham Friedman
Yoel Grossman
Tzvi Yehuda Joselit
Shaul Chaim Kaufman
Meir Simcha Lichtman
Ezriel Scheiner
Yehuda Leib Stefansky
Jack Steph
S.C. Kizelnick
Zevi Kizzy
A. Heinman, A. Brecher, Thurm
Rabbi Wolf
Pinny Faska
Rabbi Hirsh
Mordy Gotts
Chesky Rosnberg
Chanoch Glicher
Gedalya Wielgus
Fogel, Pappa, Gittlis
Yaakov Abramczyk
Yoiny Leshkowitz
Camper Weinreb
Weinreb and Lichtman
Meilch Leshkowitz
Chaim Herbie
Katty
Shloime Ettinger
Mrs. Parnes
Eli Stein

Will get up on time for shacharis
Gets a jc job for both halves
Spaces in
Will convince his father to use his pull; will sleep in the cubicle
Will have his own sweatshirts
Will take an activity; will put up a mechitza by the head table
Will win every basketball game
Goes to mechina
Joins maintenance
Becomes a nurse
Stops hanging out with Yitzchok Frishman
Actually eats free in the canteen
Talks in a play
Shows up for activitees
Wins color war
Takes over Rabbi Bacshes job in camp
Works before 6 pm
Stops talking about his mother meat loaf
Don’t chicken out from bungee jumping
Changes the crazy velt
Gets this article on time; rips Chofets Chaim
Shkoach
Eats only when invited
Stays in yeshiva for the whole zman
Plays baseball without commiting an error
Stops stealing his brother name, clothing and cubicle
Get counsler jobs
Will have the messiest bunk in camp
Will learn the nussuch for Friday night maariv
Will be the counsler of kids younger than him
CENSORED
Stops giving everyone rides
Buys his own caps
Uses his own shelves
Becomes a real Rabbi
See Yoel Grossman
Will get a real “Kosher” phone

July 1st 2008
First Day of camp, dining room was rocking didn’t miss a step over the long winter months. Familiar faces were
cheered and the new counselors felt right at home

Tani Will Stop Working When …..
Avigdor Weiss -CCAkiva Perl -CCTani Goldbaum -CC-

Gets a real sweatshirt, a back room with 4 beds, and his own crystal light
Wins Color War
Gets social security

Chaim Mordechai FeiferYecheskel FeivelsonMoshe FriedmanMoshe GoodmanShlomo GrossmanYehuda NusbaumDovid OrlanderMordechai SavitzkyMoshe Nechemia SchiffAvigdor WolfAharon Tzvi ZobermanReuven AugensteinMenachem TepperShlomo TepperChanoch GlicherYitzy MillerAvi HeinemanHersh Neirenberg-

Gets best in sport
Gets best in bunk and pays Kivi back
Gets everyone to show up to activities
Mother becomes director of Agudah
Lives in America
Becomes the author of Huggies and gets free soda
Speaks up
Becomes a professional slider
Wins oar, and pickles
Gets called Avigdahhhhhhhh!
Wins color war, and eats zucchini muffins
Gets on the team
Gets everyone to speak his language & chills out on off days (3:00 shmoozes)
Gets to ‘veck’ his own bunk
Gets into our article
‘ooohhhhhhhhhh-nooh’
Stops jogging
Gets another off day with Kivi and Avigdor (more walking to Millers tune)

July 2nd 2008
First Day of activities
th
8 grade plays capture the flag, 7th grade plays bellybutton ball (night activity)

In 20 Years……
Nesanel Halbertal -CCMordechai Rupp -CCShulem Weinreich -CC-

?????????????
Will finally take his off day
Still won’t be on time to third activity

Yakov Feivelson
Yitzchok Frischman
Shlomo Ghoori
Nosson Boruch Halbertal
Pinchos Jurkowitz
Avrohom Yochanan Lax
Shloimy Levitansky
Yakov Mitnick
Yisroel Meir Steinberg
Yehuda Viener
Amiel Chicheportiche

Will be a professional snake catcher
Will OFFICIALLY work in the office
Will finally get soccer as an activity
Will still always want to go swimming
Will finally get his own cap so he won’t have to steal his counselor’s
Will finally get volleyball as an activity
Will be able to go on camp’s major trip
Will be able to go fishing all day
Will finally be able to go to Jr. Arts &crafts
Will be a professional singer
Will still be on time to shacharis

July 3rd 2008
Liberty Night
First BBQ of the summer

In 20 Years From Now…..
Aharanof, Yechiel -CCBiderman, Yaakov Tzvi -CCOrdentlich, Asher -CCWiniarz, Shaya -CC-

Will
Will
Will
Will

finally be on time!
become a counselor together with Yehuda
finally make it to line up
have taken his billionth picture

Botknecht, Yossi
Cohen, Aaron
Feinstein, Yehuda
Feinstein, Ari
Feivelson, Aaron
Fingerer, Yoel
Frank, Meir
Friedman, Leiby
Frishman, Avrumi
Ghoori, Chaim Yehuda
Goldberg, Yehuda
Gruen, Ezzi
Hastings, Yehuda
Heller, Yeshaya dovid
Katz, Dovid Yehuda
Miles, Naftali
Rogin, Chaim
Rosenberg, Yosef
Schoen, Yekusiel
Stephansky, Aaron
Wax, Yossi

Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will

still be blowing his horns
be by line up when bunk aleph is called
still be a camper
still be daingee doongie dainging with ketchup
be a real professional baseball player
finally become best friends with Ari Feinstein
still be reading his books
still be trying to get the bunk to go swimming
be the first one in bed
be a professional soccer player
finally catch the fish he’s searching for
be able to adjust his glasses with his tounge
gain the power to break up a real fight
be able to finish his novels in less than a day
be the noisiest kid in the bunk
have supplied the entire camp with air freshener’s
actually lead a choir
stop making “Sooooo much trouble”
still be trying to figure out pshat in the icy
stop beating everybody up
finally have all his stuff together in one place

July 4th 2008
Erev Shabbos dining room rocking with pre Shabbos zmiros

Last Will & Testament
NaftoliAbramczyk -CCRaphael David -CCSuchy Fried -CC
BZ Szlafrak -CC-

To get the mike at the b-ball games
To have a more geshmake bunk
To have an art room in Camp Agudah, and to have everyone pronounce “Kokosh” the right way (kaw-ka-osh)
To get his own Kosher phone from R’ Karfiol, and to be in R’ Sivitzky’s shiur

Amram Mordechai Carciente
Nesanel Zalman Cohen
Avi Grabel
Avrohom Yosef Gross
Yosef Chaim Halton
Shalom Menachem Hochman
Yehuda Leib Hoffman
Zevi Kahan
Meir Aryeh Nordlicht
Pini Nussbaum
Yaakov Oratz
Tzvi Perlstein
Reuven Rothman
Moshe Ezriel Schwartz
Shaul Yechezkel Sebbag
Shmuel Shmaya
Yehuda Solny
Moshe Dovid Stern
Avrohom Wax
Chaim Shmaya Weitzner
Ari Feinstein
Boruch Shapiro
Avi Schilit
Aaron Zev Herbstman
Aaron “Uri” Shleifstein
Shloime Leshkowitz
Mordechai Lichtenfeld
Zev Zucker
Chanoch Henoch “Howard” Glicher
Zvi Schwadel

To learn English
To stop being called “tonsils”
To have chocolate-less kokosh cake
For the Red Sox to win the World Series every year
To get every prize in the prize room X 2, and to finish Sha’as
To be able to beat Tuli in ping-pong
To be the only one to sing zemiros
To have acrobatics every day
To be the world champion in Connect Four
To meet Simon Shapiro
To be a Rosh Kollel
To use Ralph’s cell phone
To be head lifeguard at the lake
For Camp Agudah to move to Eretz Yisroel
To be a professional shuffleboard coach
To have frog catching as an activity
To get two solos in the choir
To have a bathing suit that isn’t in the laundry
To get a bottom bunk bed
To be a Rosh Ha’Yeshiva
To have pizza for lunch everyday, and an unlimited supply of ketchup
To be Tuli’s JC for the whole summer
For the staff to call him Rabbi, and to have BBQ’s in Luxor Estate every night
To be camps official Dougie’s buster “KGB SUMMER ‘08”
To make the best iced coffee in camp
To be a world renowned mentor, and to go banana boating, and an unlimited supply of Chocoriot
To be in bass in the adult choir
For the b-ball team to learn some fundamentals
To get the mike by the b-ball games
To move to Passaic

July 5th 2008
Melva Malka for the younger campers
Sruly Williger comes to camp for Shabbos

Is Cool Because He…
Chesky Rosenberg -CCAvrumi Ehrenreich -JC-

Isnt
Declined Toronto, took a swig and there aint no rain

Shimon Bennaim
Mendy Besser
Aryeh Leib Cohen
Menachem Hartman
Nuti HershkowitzS
Aaron Herzberg
Moshe Chaim Jusupov
Eliyahu Kaufman
Yitzchak Krasnow
Sholom Mordechai Krohn
Mordechai Lax
Yaakov Moshe Nathan
Shloime Ollech
Michael Rabinowitz
Yeruchem Schiff
Chaim Teitz
Shmuel Tepfer
Binyomin Beinush Weitzner
Yakkov Taub

Went bungee jumping
Yells so many tefillah dollars and lipa lipa lipa
Is a pro with the rip stick
Is hooked up with everyone in camp
Shtells the gel
Is the little lefty slugger
Listens to bill cosby and hangs promptly
Is a chiller, bro, dude, whatever, yo wattup!!!
Played drums by the carnival and everything’s geshmak
Lives in he berry shiur and pounds mishnayos
Gave a mishnayos shiur on payday
Was the #1 league pick and has a “brace”
Is always at the right place at the right time
Learns so many mishnayos keep it up!!
Is one of the biggest chiilers in camp
Is just an awesome all around guy
Is hooked up with his bros, has full throttle and hangs with T David
Is known as beinubush
Is in shair ha…, futzer around…, played eight whole seconds and is the best rebbi
someone ever had
Can pick up any ground ball at short, is a g.n. boy and is known as howard
Is leibedick, sick at basketball and is a great trash talker
Has an ipod touch and plays metal gear solid
Is always around to hang with the younger oulum
Has the croc cell phone holder
“Learned” 2nd learning group with erny, went to rayim and made the team

Chanoch Glicher
Yitzy Lebovitz
Fish
Moishe Meisner
Shlomo Tepper
Hersh

July 6th 2008
Bunks Aleph – Yud Tess go to SportsTimeUSA
9th grade senior leagues play Romimu inter-camp.

Campagudahgotcoachbussesthisyearbec…
Yaakov Taub -CC-

A.k.a. Jack was wanted off the…(you can start next year)!.. got his own front seat..(I knew ud pull it off).. off with jc (THANX!)
(highland park,mini golf, moshe dovids toy..) next off day I wont look when…anyways thanks for being an awesome counselor
(next time full summer) and thanx for the good times! Ps. Ill text you instead of… P.P.S. Thanks for helping me before color war
with …
Boruch Shapiro -JCStarts on the basketball team… led the choir… runs this camp! Thanks for being the best counselor… I mean jc, anyone can ask
for! BTW you can sit on… tisha bav! P.S. That was the best Grand Sing ever, you did a great job! (I knew you could/would do
it.. haha)
Yossi Abramczyk
Will always get chumas on shabbos…and give me! Thanks
Tzvi David
Needed a ride to shop rite to get “stuff”
Shragi Drillick
Had to play game boy in comfort and had to travel like the Mets
Avrohom Elbaz
Is such an angel…period!
Shragy Gold
Is an all pro hockey player…jersey and all
Eli Goldberg
Finally got to roast his marshmallows
Meir Simcha Gross
Never knocked over “someones” cubbies
Moshie Hamburger
Is the best at tournament says
Mordechai Karpensprung Loves playing punch ball
Levi Kornbluth
Will win RAG
Avrumi Shalitzky
Did’nt leave go of his basketball the whole summer
Moshe Stefansky
Only eats coldcuts from rabashkins and not meal mart… ya right!
Chaim Yisroel Stefansky
Always gives his counsler and j.c. sweet rolls and dips… thanks
Mordechai Viener
Never ever fights with Elbaz
Shua Olshwang
Wasn’t here second half and had an awesome idea for bunk article
Menachem Tepper
Likes to eat EGS with ketchup has the only yarmulke that makes sense
Yoni Leshkowitz
Needed a ride to shmelka gross’s wedding at lake george
Chesky Rosenberg
Is league commissioner.. (I really am)…thanks for the BBQ.. “yes you could drive with Taub!”
Ernie
Teamed up with jack to have the best league team..no cheating..puff..puff…
Chanoch GlicherNeeded room to store all the food he stole from campers…(thanks for hooking me up with some of it!)p.s. never text my…
Ralph David
Bought HOT salsa… no I wont ever forget that!!
Shlomo Tepper
Wanted to come on the trip… it wouldn’t of been the same without you
Izzzzb
Needed a ride to highland park for…
Fix
Needed a way to get around on.. off days.. I mean trip day!!(Seriously very sorry)
Tzvi
Was too good for us and took 6th grade…JJ
Pinny Faska
Asked Rav Shmuel…Hashkafa..TILT…How awkward…Being here second half.,.SHKO-ACH … Powerade whut whut
Shmily Hirsh
was not here.. Hello.. oh boy!..Welcome into the tribe..tech illustrated..good burn yourself.. Rabbi hirsh..Tizka Limitz and thanks
Aryeh Wiggles
Made an awesome off day BBQ(shkoach)…Rav Shmuel…brownies…real wiggles…THOMAS… Ich Kenisht… daaher!!
PS. WITH ALL SERIOUSNESS WE WOULD REALLY LIKE TO THANK THE HEAD STAFF FOR GETTING COACH BUSSES!!
THANKS FOR A GREAT SUMMER…KIT YAAKOV & BORUCH

July 7th 2008
Game show comes to camp!!
Neighborhood Day Breakout!!

“RANDOM”
Chanoch Glicher -CCMenachem Tepper -JCEliezer Berger
Shalom Fink
Yaakov Zev Fogel
Tzvi Frischman
Yehoshua Garfinkel
Ashi Ghatan
Michoel Hastings
Moishe Kopelowitz
Shmuel Krzywanowski
Mordechai Leizerowski
Yosef Lewis
Yaakov Zev Pearl
Meir Richter
Mordechai Rosenberg
Aryeh Schoor
Yossi Weingarten
Tully Abramczyk
Chesky Rosenberg
Erny
Jack Taub
Shlomo Tepper
Tzvi Schwadel
Hillel Weinreb
Nechemia Isbee
Fix
Boruch Shapiro
Avi Heineman
Hersh Nirenberg
Barry & Izzy
Yitzy Miller
Guys in back

hardest working counselor…best shortstop….shacharis
RANDOMNESS….RAMDOMNESS…..RAMDOMNESS
Always there for Shabbos….saxophone
Unicycle…..green crocs….first one to bed
Moshe…..PSP…..best in bunk….PSP
Bungalow….lamp…..bungalow
Best in bunk…..not best in bunk….best in bunk
Nintendo DS….always by meals….clean bed
No sweatshirt….showers….two shirts
WHATEVER
Three day shirt….never complains
Chicken cutlets….kugel….sleep on time
Blue sweatshirt….frogs with apple sauce
Future head lifeguard….be with tzvi all day
GET INVOLVED
To have the same counselor and jc next year
Carlos….Yao….Shvartz….act your age-20
Boruch Shafer….phone calls….Boruch Shafer
Texas phone call….Al Tiroh-not my song
Activities….read the book….2nd the best shortstop….allowed in Yaakovs car…best first seder chavrusa….for a few
days
Chesky’s JC forever….on time for shacharis…puff puff
7 ½….Moshe Dovids plastic bat….Moshe Dovids metal bat-ouch….Top 3-A.P.,Fish,E.G…..Grodno….Torahific
Yellow school bus….”your not coming to Parnes”
Almost the best shortstop….my detergent
Separate line in Wal-mart…mens workout…
BBQ in highland park…bootleg
Off days….lead the march….Shluvovitz
Not the grand sing….off days with JCs
Same counselor whole summer….right shoe left shoe
Morris….ping pong tournament…best in learning
Day camp…..Rubinsteins…Kizzy…..JC PLEASE
Cant hit….Zev’s Ipod….Oh No…smile by a game
GOOD MORNING

July 8th 2008
Neighborhood Day 2008
…and the winner is All City!!!

IF THERE WAS A TOXIC SPILL IN THE BUNKHOUSE
Shlomo Tepper-CCMuttie Kohn -JC-

Will still not let people: touch his camera, touch the music, in his cubicle
(#2- will make it to the grand sing)
Will be sleeping

Dovid Beer
Yehuda Butler
Shimon Moshe Dahan
Yehuda Leib Egert
Yehuda Aryeh Eisenstein
Meir Simcha Freundlich
Hillel Gold
Binyomin Kahan
Yitzi Karman
Paysach Levitt
Shamshon Pinter
Yechiel Pinter
Yehoshua Szanzer
Moishe Tress
Yitzchok Wax
Jack Stef

Would grab his coke, fanta, and sprite, ZERO
Would put on his gloves
Will lend muttie his belt AGAIN and daven ashkenaz
Would jump off of his bed, for free
Would grab his roller-blades and camp’s wrist pads
Would go to bunk zayin
Would finish brushing his hair, sweeping the floor, and take the benchers
Would play his PSP, while doing pushups and sit-ups
Would check for wooden stumps before leaving, and go to essex
Would fly us to Atlanta…….”OSTRICH”
Would still be asking for his DMC
Will grab his Gedolim pictures, and go to cocoa club
Will call hatzaloh (F-84, F-91, F-141,F-35)
Will grab his $35 cash, and his chair
Will grab his brush, and clappers
Will check to make sure he has his scanner, keys, and whistle

July 9th 2008
First very exciting basket ball game!!

Avi Will Stop Wearing Brooks Brothers When…
Zvi Schwadel -CCAvi Heineman -JC-

Stops telling Avi that he’s working too much
After 120

Yaakov Yisroel Esral
Moshe Gelb
Levi Yitzchak Goldman
Avrohom Hiller
Yoisef Kahn
Meir Klein
Nosson Tzvi Liff
Chaim Dovid Meshizahav
Elimelech “Fily” Oshinsky
Chaim Tzvi Rosenbaum
Yosef Sabbah
Nosson Aryeh Schneck
Zevi Sukenik
Shimmie Weinberger
Katty
Heshy Kroizer

Knock Knock
Fly’s to Chicago
Gets off his scale
Finally gets to use Fily’s palm
Gets the nickname “Fily”
Stops playing chess at 1am
Stops making fun of Zvi’s lisp
Stops using hair gel (and getting his yarmulke dirty)
See Sukenik
Goes to a real boot camp
Sings on Yitzy Bald’s cd
Gets a solo
See “Fily”
Calculates how many mishnayos he learnt (keep shteiging)
Gets a rotator job
Gets a real JC job

July 10th 2008
First Staff Play, Jr Carnival
9th grade gets a special BBQ

If he would get a yarmulke he would say:

Hillel Weinreb -CCYosef Joselit -JCArye Abramson
Levi Eisen
Yoni Fine
Eliezer Frank
Ushy Friedman
Menachem Gleiberman
Azriel Dovid Gleiberman
Yehuda Goldstein
Shlomo Zalman Greenberg
Yeshaye Dovid Heller
Velvel Hertz
Kalman Yosef Katlowitz
Avraham Chaim Perlman
Ariel Sally
Yaakov Selig
Ezriel Spinner
Moshe Avigdor Teigman
Reuven Tepper
Boruch Zucker

It should say “(Camper Hillel) Support the clean
cubicle/shower/lounge/apartment organization”
It should say “(Philly) DFSGVUSHGSFGU???????!!!!!!”
Whatever it says make sure they stitch it on
It should say “#1 puppet for Zemiros”
It should say “Shabbos in Bnos kicks”
It should say “OOPS” (lichtman)
It should say “I survived the infirmary”
It should say “Most Fans In Camp”
It should say “Hillel roots for Tes Vov”
Whatever it says make sure it has headphone holders
It should say “Mechina Wannabee”
It should say “The Real Shaya Dovid Heller”
It should say “Velvels Free Food Shop”
It should say “#1 Counselor”
As long as it’s from Keter
It should say “Flatbush Wannabee”
It should say “Got Sleep?”
The line starts here for the PSP
It should say “Pending Camper”
I’m going to ask my brother”
Just make it small so it doesn’t mess up my hairstyle
THANKS!!!!! KEEP IN TOUCH!!!!!!

July 11th
Another normal Friday in Camp Agudah
Ruach Country!!

In Twenty Years From Now
Nechemia Isbee -CCWill own a cap store
Hersh Shimshon Nierenberg -JC- Will still suit up for the game without guaranteed playing time ( thanks a million for a
great summer and anything I could have imagined in a JC good luck in Yeshiva)
Avraham Yitzchok Bondy
Naftali Bookson
Mendy Bruckenstein
Dovid Davidowitz
Akiva Gelber
Yitzi Goodman
Chaim Tzvi Gutman
Elazar Halberg
Mayer Itzkowitz
Aryeh Kamelhar
Yaakov Yisroel Krohn
Moshe Hillel Kroizer
Moshe Levenson
Eli Schlosser
Mordechai Stern
Yehoshua Teitelbaum

Will still be wearing his Met cap as a die hard Yankee fan.
Will still be making coolade and Tommy Hilfiger.
Will still be in the lobby.
Will still be out of breath and long office appointments.
Will convince me to put on the Jewish version
Will be a real ‘POSEK’
Will still be a’ CHILLER’, and cheese
Will enjoy his B-day cake
Will still be helping by cleanup
Will author 20 years of sports stats
Will finish the whole mishnayos in two days (not) just one Seder (thanks for arranging
the mishnayos for the sign)
Will still have his brother for his laundry and put it away for him and getting him
doubles and challaand lukshin kugle.
Will be the most ‘Yeshivishi’ rebbe in Brisk.
Will be finishing his meal (10 slices of bread and two 16’s of turkey)
Will be a shadchan and a world renowned public speaker
Will still be drawing pictures of “RABBI YITZY GOOBMAN”

Dear bunk tes thanks a million for a wonderful and great summer. I hope you are all mochel me if I insulted you in any
way. K.I.T.
Counsler 347-782-9356
J.C. 917-538-2433

July 12th 2008
First trip very exciting and pumping Melava Malka!!
Ice Cream truck comes to camp

Next Year Bunk Yud…
Moshe Meisner -CCNaftoli Simon -JC-

Will win RAG
Will win RAG

Avrohom Nechemia Brodt
Reuven Meir Chicheportiche
Avromi Daum
Mordechai Yitzchok Edelstein
Chaim Yisroel Goldstein
Yechiel Greenwald
Yoni Hirth
Shlomo Klahr
Yitzi Mandel
Yosef Chaim Rambod
Moshe Rubinstein
Shloimy Schron
Avraham Siweid
Ezriel Spinner
Moshe Yehuda Stern

Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG
Will win RAG

July 13th 2008
Vi$iting Day

Popcorn will pop before
Yosef Simcha Birnbaum -CC- Has more chavrusas than anyone else in camp
Shemaya Ebstein -JCStayed the whole second half
Yosef Berger
Avi David
Meyer Yehuda Frischman
Hillel Greisman
Aron Hillel Kohn
Zalman Krasnow
Yitzchok Nusbaum
Aharon Oustatcher
Yehoshua Parnes
Shmuel Simcha Schiff
Chananya Schorr
Yecheskel Schwartz
Moshe Schwartz
Zevy Ungar
Azriel Wasser
Akiva Wasser
Chaim Yitzchok Wenger
CygReuvain Schloss

See Nussbaum
Is best in bunk (whatever that’s supposed to mean)
Supplies the bunk with all the shabbos stuff
Stays up the while night playing game boy (don’t worry its not his)
Had a solo in the choir
Thinks he’s a ninth grader
See Berger
Only carries singles (75 of them)
Puts it in the popper
Slept in the bunk every night
Hit a grand slam in the bottom of the ninth
Eats pizza with corn on it on top of a gazebo singing
Brother goes to the mir
Finally learned how to ride his rib stick
Azriel?
Akiva?
Gone fishing
Is awesome
Made it to my article this year

July 14th 2008
Capture the counselor and capture the flag for night activity
Kizzy and Rabbi Feivelson go swimming



Whyhewouldorwouldn’tgodownNiagaraFallsinabarrel
Shlomo Moshe Fixler -CC- Would for peace and quiet
Yisroel Lowenthal -JCWould for a bed in his bunk
Shimmy Frank
Reuvein Goldberg
Yechiel Grunfeld
Yitzi Hamburger
Eliyohu Katzenstein
Pinchas Avraham Lachman
Shraga Aryeh Noble
Moshe Oppenheim
Eliyahu Rosman
Yaakov Aryeh Singer
Dovid Stimmel
Avi Gross
Pinny Jacobs
Ariel Mayer
Yitzy rand
Pasach Sprecher
Shimon Wein
Naftoli Yudkowsky
Hillel Weinreb
Tzvi Schwadel
Chanich Henech Glicher
Fonz

Would just so he wouldn’t have to play goalie
Wouldn’t because he’s to busy eating Melave Malka
Censored
Would if there is burgers at the bottom
Wouldn’t because he would be in the GDR
Would if his cap fell down
Would because Yaakov Aryeh is
Wouldn’t because he might lose a lens and he’s to busy reading Bina Bunch anyways
Would with all of his clothes and food
Would because Shragi is
Wouldn’t because he is to busy with his PSP Censored
Would too save his volleyball
Wouldn’t to busy saying a story to the bunk
Wouldn’t he would be going back to get his siddur
Would if he’s promised a story
Wouldn’t too busy helping his counselor’s
Would just so he can scream NOOooOOooOOoo
Would because there’s a moth on top
Would to catch Fishel Gitles
Would if it would get him closer to Toronto
Would because he’s in Great Neck
Because senior leagues didn’t go

July 15th 2008
Bunks Aleph – Yud Tess go to Zoom Flume!!

Bunk Yud Gimmel will win color war next year because
Pesach Herbstman -CCChaim Lieberman -JC-

Will be general
Will write “A Look Back at the History of the Benchwarmer”

Avi Akerman
Shmuel Bauman
Avi Bojman
Shlomo Brecher

Will author a questionnaire, in a “dirty” suit, whilst learning full time in Mechina
Will always be my hero
Will have the small basketball court renamed “The Bojman Centre”
Will ace his DATS and co-author the New York Times #1 Bestseller “Gameboy; In
Halacha and Hashkafa”
Will endeavor to hold down two day jobs in a hair salon and at a recording station
Will manage a fledgling company known only as Breakdancing While on a Ripstick Inc.
Will lead Ruach Country in our rocking Zemiros
Will use his protektzia to obtain soda for herrrrbyyyzz
Will be an active participant in camp’s recreational activities and hitherto keep on reading
Against U.N. sanctions will rearm the CARA
Will be the chief executive officer of the RCC
Will be a Ruach Country boy forever!!!
Will distribute pamphlets titled “The Inner Workings of the Window”
Will be chief librarian at the Library of Congress, yet still manage to mellow nicely with
the peanut butter
Will open a Red Cross Distribution Center for kugel on Friday afternoons
Will compete with R’ Ahron Schechter in his mishnayos total
Only got into this article because he has pull

Shmueli Horowitz
Reuven Knobel
Dovi Kraut
Nechemia Leffel
Menachem Nachum Nierenberg
Asher Zelig Pearl
Meir Rabinowitz
Chananya Schachter
Zvi Schwartz
Pinchus Shurkin
Shlomie Vinitsky
Aaron Zats
Daniel Cywiak
Meir Papa
Yitzy Leakowitz
Shloime Leshkowits
Yaakov Taub

Will suddenly become popular during shalosh seudos
Who?!
Camp Agudah got coach buses this year because… there wasn’t enough room on the
bench
Avi Schilit
Thanx!
Index: DATS- Dental Admission Tests CARA- Camp Agudah Revolutionary Army RCC- Ruach Country Charities

July 16th 2008
Bunks Chof – Lamed Daled go to Lake Compounce!!

The Author of ………….
Meilich Leshkowitz -CCDealing with hyper-active campers
Menachem Dovid Neuberger -JCDealing with “vilde” campers
Kalman Drillick
Yisroel Meir Glick
Ahron Hager
Dovid Herbsman
Reuven Karman
Yehudah Levi
Sholom Levitin
Yisroel Meir Meisner
Yechezkel Richmond
Avrumie Rubinstein
Feivy Safier
Moshe Schneck
Itamar Meir Shapira
Simcha Stone
Mordechai Weis
Aron Weiss

How eating nosh affects your skeletal make-up
Getting away with the midnight shower
Hyper/Normal/Hyper – The art of mood control
All you need to know about Yekke Laining
Five easy steps to the neatest cubbies in camp
The Art of acrobatic climbing
The Guide to self defense (even against Mordy)
Score hat tricks the easy way
Tips on free-throw shooting
How I became the greatest singer of all time
The cure to insomnia
The all new mattress design
The Art of playing ball with out shoes
Why Kit-Kats are good for your health
The rode to peace with Pakistan
Tradition Soup for the soul

July 17th 2008
Thursday night BBQ
PHerby comes to camp

If he were head counselor….
Gedalya Wielgus -CCYoinie Leshkowitz -JCYosef Chaim Bigio
Sruli Botwinick
Yosef Cohen
Simcha Elazar Cohen
Dovid Simcha Ginzberg
Eliyahu Gross
Shimon Katz
Ashi Kelman
Eliezer Khoshkerman
Shlomo Lazarus
Chaim Zanvil Loeb
Avi Muchnik
Baruch Ungar
Zev Zucker
Kizzy Sr.
Kizzy Jr.
Aryeh Wielgus
Shimshy Br-ech-ech-er
Motty Edelstien
Alty Pearl
Eli Golding
C.Y.F.P.K.T.L.B.X. Gitelis
Meir Papa
Moshe Meisner
Lebahdike Lebo
Tank and Kal

Would finally have graduated out of 7th grade
Would make que-s every night and would make the first 2 activities sleep
Would make all the activities sports activities
Would abolish all sports activities
Would take all the bikes for himself
Would institute a tilted-yarmulke rule in camp and would still be Georgian
Would still be trying to convince everyone he’s a Chofetz Chaim guy even though he was in Darchei his
whole life
Would get rid of all the beds so no one will have to make them
Would still not have convinced anyone that he’s not a yekke
Would make a blowing bubble competition
Would publish the “Khoshkerman Dictionary” that explains words such as baloney pie, tootsie head, and
geek breath, and would still be Georgian
Would make Whiskey assistant head counselor
Would teach everyone his new game “ One Armed Basketball”
Would still be the 1st person to show up for davening
Would be on the phone all day
Would take everybody to bunk yud gimmel to show them what a real cleanup looks like
Would be able to enforce his staff-only bathroom
Would not be able to any more off days with Gedalya
Would still be living in his brother’s shadow and would be known as wiggles’s younger brother
Would be impossible to get a hold of because the whole camp will be borrowing his phone
Would be able to afford a v-6 engine
Would bring Moreinu Harav Elephant Shlita as Mara D’asra
Would allow counselors to take one-year sabbaticals
Would not be a rotator (gee, wasn’t that obvious)
Would lose his chant
Who?
Would take out some syllables from his song so the camp could sing it normally
Would bring back the Binghamton Met game (p.s. the score was 4-1 don’t let anyone convince you
otherwise)

Dear Bunk Tes Vov, Thanks for giving me an awesome summer, hatzlocho in yeshiva and keep in touch!
July 18th 2008
Amazing Friday afternoon staff Baseball game!!
PHerby pitches a shutout!!

That Will Be The Day When …
Moti Edelstein -CCGedalia Diamond -JC-

Dovi Adler
Eli Bertram
Daniel Bressler
Yaakov Chonon Ely
Yisrael Meir Fuchs
Dovid Goldberg
Dovid Golding
Yisroel Herskowitz
Shmuely Monoker
Binyomin Murik
Yisroel Dovid Oshinsky
Shuki Scherman
Boruch Steinmetz

Doesn’t get the best 7th grade bunk in camp. Well, I guess the best
counselor gets the best bunk
Stops offering to do all of the counselors work. Thanks for making my
job so much easier.
Doesn’t have his trademark smile
Starts being Motis friend, stops calling Moti a baby and realizes that a
shirt button is supposed to remain closed
Listens to real music for the soul
Doesn’t say please and thank you, and gets best in davening
Realizes that hockey isn’t a sport! “Wanna have a catch?”
Stays for a whole day
Stops learning and gets a good picture of his counselor
Swallows the pill to become R’ Moshe
Stops hocking me about everything under the sun
Stops being the chiller that he is
Grows a plastic and paper tree in his stomach
Joins the choir. Mazel Tov on your Bar Mitzvah!
Learns that his counselors name isn’t “Yo”
July 19th 2008
Senior staff vs. younger staff volleyball game
Senior staff wins!

Can You Imagine if…
Sruli Gray -CCChaim Herbstman -JC-

Would have left to Eretz Yisroel early
Would’ve been JC of bunk Yud Zayin 1st half

Mendy Eckstein
Uri Fleischmann
Simcha Florans
Chaim Gelber
Shlomo Yechiel Hochman
Yehuda Leib Ickowics
Zevi Kramer
Menashe Kunstlinger
Eliezer Nimchinsky
Yosef Chaim Rosenblum
Shloimi Rubinfeld
Eliyahu Schuckdid
Mordechai
Boruch Nosson Weinreb
Chaim Zvi Florans
Bunk Yud Zayin

Would get up after 7am
Would be eating spinach while singing in the shower
Went to sleep by lights out
Would jump over electric poles in Hong Kong
Never got food
Walked around in his sleep
Did not get mail or a package every meal
Went to camp Simcha for every shabbos
Did not win a raffle
Made line up for a week straight
Would have came to Agudah both halves
Not ask to fill up a tradition soup every meal
Did not ask when I’m going to shop rite
Missed an activity
Would be allergic to peanuts
Would ever get a job in camp Agudah

July 20th 2008
Fast Day

Last Will And Testament
Dani Stein-CCYaakov Sprecher-CC-

To be the real ‘Gabbai’ of the shul
To get a mike to speak on all day and to get a guitar_

Eliyahu BaschMotti FreundDovid Gewirtz
Yaakov Gluck
Chaim Goldschmidt
Shlomo Goldstein
Zelig Heller
Yehuda Mehlman
Shia'la Nussbaum
Yaakov Rosenstock
Moshe Yosef Rubin
Shmuel Tzvi Scheiner
Yehudah Snow
Yaakov Snow
Tzvi Stolzenberg
Dov Teitz
Yehuda Leib Weinrib
Meir Simcha Weitzner
Yehuda Leib Wolf
Kasriel Zakutinsky
Aryeh Brecher
Gedalia
Eli Golding
Yitzchak Lebovitz
Tank
Tepper
Tzvi schwadel

To get a best in bunk and guess wat ? He got it
To have enough pairs of clothing from one laundry to the next
To have another solo in the choir
For his nephews to have beds in the bunkhouse
To be able to do any crazy thing he wants to do in camp
To be best in bunk for trip 3 as well
To become Camp Agudahs ‘Ba’al Korei’
To get his dentist 2 A.M. after the major trip
To learn with a masmid after curfew
To become a DJ
To be a JS for Whiskey by the bikes
To have the BBQ that was promised to him that he never received
To put a skunk or any other thing that scares Dani in his cubicle
No curfew and to be able to be up until whatever time he wants
To have the back door closed at curfew
To be a camper in camp for a whole summer
To have a pair of glasses for the whole summer
Nothing, he’s already happy with everything except he wants to win color war
To splash Dani in the pool 24/7 and pickles
A new teacher on his MP3 player to teach him his Bar Mitzvah parshah
To get a line on his yarmulke and play guitar with Sprecher
A 2nd seat on the coach bus ……
To make flasig a big word in camp
A second seder chavrusa
For Dani to be his division head
Bathrooms in cars just like coach buses, ahem!
To be shortstop for the Mets and quarterback for the Giants and goalie for the Rangers

July 21st 2008
President Bush comes to camp in his helicopter
OAR Breakout!!!

At this bunk meeting we would like to thank…
Eli Golding -CCFor being a senior league counselor with a 7th grade bunk
Yaakov Abramczyk -JC- For being my camper again
Itamar Aronov
Shmuel Berger
Yehuda Aryeh Brecher
Tzvi Eliezer Caplan
Moshe Cohen
Shlomo Zalman Hertz
Tzvi Hoffman
Yakov Langer
Ari Lichtschein
Shimon Dov Nussbaum
Naftali Rosenberg
Meir Simcha Shonek
Yehudah Silberberg
Yecheskel Yanofsky
Yehuda Leib Zucker
Alty Pearl

For being the bunk energizer bunny
For teaching me Yiddish
For being Brecher
For getting the speaker from his brother
For never making noise at night
For raising the maturity level in Klal Yisroel
For finally giving me “Double Tzvi” and for things never getting too
depressing
For being from Pittsburg
For fixing the lock
For never asking for tefillah dollars
For all the duct tape
For finally realizing that Agudah is much better than Rayim
For letting me use my phone
For being Rosh Yeshiva
“It’s so not right”
For learning flasig with me 3 sedarim a day. Beseder Rabbi Pearl

You guys rocked the house! Thank you for an awesome summer! Relax… Be Flasig…Keep in touch!
July 22nd 2008
First Day of OAR
Activities, skits, cheer song…

____ went to the corner when…
Yonah Kaplovitz (Tank) -CC-

Woke up in the morning

Ahron Dovid Cohen
Avi Feivelson
Avi Hoch
Chaim Dovid Jacobowitz
Yehuda Kramer
Pinchus Kraut
Menachem Moshe Neumann
Avi Schultz
Eliyahu Shereshevsky
Levi Tepper
Avrohom Chaim Thurm
Nesanel Weinstock
Mordechai Zucker
Pinny Faska

Was by all the meals
He never went
He borrowed Bob
He wasn’t sick
He broke his finger
He was the JC
He got a haircut
He was the only normal one in the bunk
He grabbed me to talk to me
He helped Andrey drive
He had nice t-shirts
He was a librarian
He would fold his clothing
When his sheets fell off

July 23rd 2008
Second Day of OAR, Grand Plays…
“And the winner is Orange!!!”

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Yitzi Lebovits -CC-

To be more leibedike, more food by Shabbos meals, to win neighborhood day, a yarmulka that fits, a working boom box and
to come back next summer (v’hameyven yavin)
Pesach Diamond
An orange t-shirt, the challah every week and his stereo
Shlomo Fink
More songs for his ipod and to have gone to his bungalow more often
Shmuli Gleiberman
Kiddush with a niggun, Mishnayos shiur and his own hamodia
Meyer Glicher
To be in bunk Chof Alef a whole summer, peanut butter squares and to actually learn with his brother
Mordechai Goodman To put the benches on the tables and to never get up by zemiros
Binyomin Greenberg
To talk in that voice all day and to know everything and why
Yosef Dovid Kahn
To lose a league game and hit his first home run
Yakov Klein
Nothing to do with chess and to supply his brothers with the goods
Eliezer Lasker
His Harry Potter glasses, to know what Yitzi is writing and to listen to the Yankee games on his radio
Mordechai Levi
To sleep in late and to join the Flatbush Basketball League
Yehuda Lieberman
To have played that inter-camp game and to have had a no-hitter in that world series game
Daniel Shemtob
To be as leibedike as Yitzi and to not be woken up by violent banging
Eliezer Travis
To get his siddur box back and to know what the night activities are before they are announced
Chezky Wenger
To win a league game and to work on his slap shot during cleanup in the ranch
Ahron Shaul Yanofsky More fans, to have his own bubble-breaker game and to have Kal dance the hora
Binyomin Yiffi
His psp, to shake Yitzi’s hand more often and to drink a lot of milk
Tzvi Jakubovics
Not to have gone to Bonim…I mean Rabbi Berkowitz
Yaakov Merlin
To have had a louder pair of crocs
Yitzi Segal
To have Yitzi give up first in the baseball catch
Tank
To do something alone for once and to be the only muvhak on the younger hill
Kal
To know who really came in 2nd place and to have a smaller shtender in Beis Rephoel (see ya in Yeshiva)
Roov
To have been in charge of leagues 1st half as well and to have gone to more kumzitzin in Camp Gavoah (see ya in Yeshiva)
Shimshy
For Yitzi to come to camp Waterbury and for all to know about the swings (thanks for all the rides)
Meir Papa
Rotator pool, more off days and a cubicle (sorry, enjoy Eretz Yisroel, KIT)
Pesach Herby
For the counselors to get the song right (see ya in Yeshiva)
Dani Stein
To get down to business
Yitzi Miller
For every game to be as easy as the one against Kochavim and not to have been in charge of the team to begin with (you
rock, KIT)
Gedalya Wielgus
To be the real pimple popper and to be with his bunk more often
CYG
A bunk… a salary…a bunk…a real job… and a bunk (enjoy Yeshiva)
Chesky
To beat Yitzi on a 1 on 1 and not to have been stuffed on that lay-up
Moshe Meisner
To hang out with Yitzi more often and and a senior league bunk (keep the dira chillin)
Nechemia Isbee
To have had a league team 2nd half (bootleg, utch)

July 24th 2008
Entire Camp Agudah plays inter-camp games vs. Camp Romimu!!

I’m writing this a half hour before its going to the printer, there is no time to make an
original title so I’m sticking to Last Will and Testament.
Avraham Kalikstein –CCAri Bader
Dovi Gewirtz
Baruch Greenberg
Tzvi Asher Gross
Mordechai Hager
Shimmy Kanner
David Milstein
Menachem Palley
Eli Reich
Moshe Rosner
Efrayim Rupp
Meyer Glicher
Kalman Friedman
Moti Goodman
S.Z. Katz
Shmuli Bienstock
CYG
Wiggles (the real one)
A.B.
Tank
Lebo
P. Herby
Shloime
Ralph Stern
Kizzy

Eight hours of sleep (in his own bed)
To stay in Torah Vodaas
To bring Moshiach
Kal’s bed
To get his kokosh cake back
Just one more day of camp
A couch and a book
To stay in chof bais forever
An extra 10 minutes to sleep, a car and to comtrol the world
To join the head staff
To become the top bachur in Rabbi Savitzky’s shiur
To not have payday mentioned in the bunk article
Look at Milstein
To find his bathrobe gartel
Everything
To grow a few feet
To leave Kal his chair
To become the head rptator
To continue being mashpiah his young campers
To be Lt. General of color war
A hot dog
He’s the most Leibidik guy in camp
You know better than I do
To get Kal to join him in the Kosher Gym
To get a bunk that can play sports
Ha Ha Ho Ho
July 25th 2008
Last Friday of the first trip…

I was going to write another totally random title for my article until...
Yaakov Aberbach -CCYakov Chaim Glustein
Shragi Goldstein
Yisrael Goldstein
Yosie Nebenzahl
Aron Perlow
Moshe Pinter
Eli Rosenberg
Yitzy Schertzer
Meir Dov Schron
Dovid Tikotzky
Menashe Uhr
Yehuda Zazulia
Ephraim Askenazy
Benzion Goldstein
Tzvi Grossman
Moshe Ezriel Schwartz
Aryeh Schwartz
Simcha Winograd
Cyg Gitelis
Kal Kalikstein
Yona Kaplowitz
Moshe Meisner

Became cynic and was always faster than you
Broomed the bunk (thanx) and stuck together
Became the first spiderman to get stitches
Still didn’t make a machoh
Became a jc and will get me into R’ Sholom
Became Kizzy’s rebbe
Became maintenance after he lost his perfect game
Sang Gutt Bentch America by the all star game
Stayed up just for me every night
Made a phone call and played center
Wrote a book about pull at the lake
(Censored) sorry, Rabbi K was right behind me
Won a league game of in-the-bunk-solouge
Became “chief” of silverlake
Started to talk and became morah d’asra
Wrote a song that was sung by the all star game
Pitched a shutout for his lt. general in the lake
Went stargazing at night
Didn’t say anything about baseball (p.s. I had all the yankee lines as a camper)
Spun around and took control of all the pmcs ever made up
Pressured landau and still slept by rambo
Wore his trip day shirt on a trip and didn’t advise against the 55-1 head scratcher
Who the guy with the beard? I haven’t seen him (p.s. come back next year for more lake
chilliz)

Everyone else who thinks they should be in this article, I didn’t want the font to be too small. So anyway, this article might get cut o

July 26th 2008
Last Shabbos of the first trip, very rocking Friday night zmiros!!
Senior Leagues go to Sportstime USA.

In 10 Years…
Pinny Kanner -CC-

…way to go!

Shmuel Mordechai BienenstockYosef BuchenMoshe Dovid FriedlanderKalman FriedmanAryeh Leib GreenwaldSimcha Zelig KatzMoshe MayerYehuda MeisnerAvrohom Dovid MinkowitzDovi ScheinerShmuel Aaron WagshallReuven Wax-

Will win Color War
Will chap shtim
Will sue
Will be called Kal
Will be called Al
Will still be winning the Grand Bechina (and races!)
Will get bbq every night
Will give Rabbi Schilit a piece of potato kugel
Will be called Minky
Will fix every door in camp
Kadoooooooooooosh!
Will act in the Grand Play

July 27th 2008
Packing Day first trip


BUNKCHUFHAYISNOTברוגזBECAUSE…
Raphael Stern -CC-

Doesn’t know what it means.

Dovid Brecher
Yumi Gruen
Pinchus Himy
Moshe Katz
Yitzchok Richter
Yitzchok Rubin
Betzalel Schlosser
Aaron Shapiro
Shaul Simon
Gershy Tress
Moishe Wiedermann
Asher Wrona
Yossi Gold
Ezra Beridis
Sruly Raz
Nissim Safamanesh
Moshe Shlomo Feivelson

Is absolutely sure that no one hates him.
Gets hooked up with all the Tzitzis he needs.
Opened up a post office in our bunk.
Is not obsessed with his yarmulka.
Goes for the Mets.
So nicely shares Ralph’s iPod with Feivelson.
Tried to teach Ralph Yiddish (even though he was unsuccessful).
Duh… The cake.
Finally got everyone to admit that he is almost invisible.
Eats so much chocolate even though he lives in…
Gets amply rewarded for being Ralph’s body guard.
Taught us the Slomowitz way in many illuminating discussions.
Always made it for Cocoa Club.
Will win the world series.
Can sleep as long as he wants because we cant tell the difference
Taught R’ Kaufman how to pronounce Persian names.
Is such a “holy moly what a “nice person”

July 28th 2008
First trip campers go home


Bunk Chof Vov’s Counselor was in Dougies many times this summer, but not once did he bring anything back for
his campers because…
Shloime Leshkowitz -CCEliyahu Abisror
Daniel Anisfeld
Mordechai Becker
Levi Berg
Yehuda Meir Esral
Shmelka Gross
Avraham Langer
Avraham Lankry
Mizrahi’s
Moshe Aaron Noble
Chesky Rosenfeld
Zevi Spiegel
Yitzchok Wiggins
Mendy Wolf
Menachem Mendel Zaks
My brother Meilech
Leibadika Lebo
Shaychas Kaplowitz
Pesach Herbstman
Kal
Kizzy
Shimshy Brecher
Meir Papa
Dani Stein
Mordy
Aaron
Herby
Naftali
Zev
Avi
Pinny
Shmuly
Eliyahu
Yitzi Bald

Was getting a Neil education in Noam eating toiehmayhoo and Q-ing in laurel
Was arranging his fan and everything else around his bed.
Laughs like a weird name cool Monsey duuuuuuuuuude and is always in pajamas by lights out.
Says oooosh instead of ooooh and is the most curious barber in camp.
Rabbi Wolf is his favorite staff member and it is so not fair that he never had Dougies with Yossi and Swat.
Was down south in some redneck village
Is my next door neighbor
Learned more mishnayos in the bunk then anyone else.
Was either in bed or in the kitchen when his counselor asked for orders.
You should have won it in the Great Escape and I would have mixed up your orders because I don’t know who is who. Next year
please wear name tags.
He was in Aaron Shleifsteins bunk when the order came and he enjoys early curfew even more then Mendel.
He ordered with Shimshy and only like chicken.
He ordered Dougies a whole last summer in “Al Bai Quada” and will never agree with Zev after midnight that Agudah is better.
The only Atlanta kid who knows how to play goalie and be best friends with Levi Berg.
He prefers to sponsor BBQ’s and he wishes he was in chof vov the whole summer.
Loves early lights out, especially at 8:30 and it would be “piggish” to order anything from Dougies.
Finally realized that Agudah was always the place to be, nice to see you back.
Was probably talking to former campers on the senior hill and forever leaking.
Was too busy trying to have shaychas with the head staff, lifeguard forever.
HHHEEELLLOOO
He was singing the national anthem in Dougies.
Was home that Shabbos or by a weekend aufrof and was playing inter-camp with Oberlander’s 17 and under team.
You had your own, you didn’t need me to bring it. Thanks for being a great neighbor.
Rotating counselors who booked their reservations in January don’t work hard enough to get any.
Is my best friend but I wish he would listen to me all the time especially when it comes to balay tefilos.
Is still trying to convince me that he can drive there and cant finish his own poppers anyway
Was writing his alma-matter that we “almost flipped”
Was milchigs and probably in some Laundromat at the time
He was gliding in Wurtsboro while dying to be by night activity.
He was sitting on the porch of Kavoonos Haliev
He was digging somewhere in Liberty STOP
He was typing this article. Thank you so much for everything (Mr. Technical)
Viest nisht vus eech shrab duh dan rtickel is gevein zayer funny
Was busy singing ba ba ba ba blue. Thanks for such a great color war it was a real pleasure to be on your time.
You the man, thanks for the compositions (Pirchei 9) and the music I don’t know how you do it but it gets better every year.

July 29th 2008
Second trip campers come up to camp!!!
☺

If quiche were checked more thoroughly for bugs, Shimshy wouldn’t be afraid of heights, Rabbi
Schilit would grow a beard, paper yarmulkes were made out of rubber, then maybe …………
Shimshy Brecher -CCDovid Noach Adelman
Heshy Eisner
Meir Feigelstein
Yeruchom Hettleman
Moshe Hirsch
Yaakov Jaroslawicz

Would finally get guys to sing a Waterbury chant
Would sit next to Shmaya by all meals and minyanim and be wearing a colorful shirt.
Would get permission to wear a pink hat during davening, and then not wear it.
Would be the cleanup batter for the New York Yankees.
Would still believe that every bunk has a bunk cell phone, except for his.
Would admit that he was in the most vild and chilled bunk in Camp.
Would get an alarm clock that sprays, hits, and screams and still complain that he heard
nothing.
Chaim Leib Koplowitz
Would come bunjee jumping with Chaim Leib and I.
Dovid Lieber
Would have gotten a light colored cast so that we could all sign it. You da man.
Yaakov Yitzchok Morgenstern
Would have a walk in dresser hanging above his bed.
Yanky Perlstein
Would think that he saw a bear and a man with a rifle as he was walking on Camps front
road.
Menachem Romand
Would agree with me that a zen is better then an i-pod
Mordechai Rotenberg
Will compose a song with the lyrics “you gotta do”
Dovid Schwartz
Would redesign my cubicle every single day
Yitzchak Shmaya
Would be the CEO of all cleanup activities.
Sender Shaul Shulman
Will have a new and updated gameboy by summer ‘09
Yoel Sontag
Where is he its 2:00 A.M. ? night kollel
Arye Stern
Chaim…. I mean Aryeh will go on the 400 ft. tall ferris wheel with me.
Rafi Weiss
Would leave the last day of camp with empty suitcases.
Tzvi Schwartz
More songs for his ipod, go Yanks!
Yanky Edelman
To bring back a piece of kokosh from his brothers bar mitzvah.
Dovid Haimowitz
To know how to speak Yiddish with a heimishe accent.
Motti Matyas
Will get permission from Rabbi Fried that he can remain in Camp Agudah the entire
summer
You guys were truly the most amazing bunk. I hope you all had a great time. Keep in touch. My phone # is 917-690-7703

July 30th 2008
Dining room was ultra fest by supper!!
Night swim!!

Popular Shiurim Given In Yeshivas Koach
Alty Pearl -CC-

How to play himself in a play

MoBo Bornstein
Shmeeloo Frankel
Boruch Berin Gewirtzman
Aviii Greenberg
Shmuel Grunch Grunhut
Boruch Itz Itzkowitz
Yomins Kahan
Shimie Hi Katz
Shuah Gershon Krasnow
Smez Levenson
Duvie Lowenthal
Yehoshua Mess Messner
Binyomin Bomer Presser
Moshe Pretter
Yaakov Randy
Eliezer Rooteh
Naftoli Tzvi Shapirone
King Shlomo Simonovsky
Mordechai Weins from Queens
Zev Ahron Weiss
Meir Merzel

Smile, You’ll be OK
The Mystery of Voodoo
White Shirt/A Yeshiva Bochur’s Dress Code
Nezirus Nowadays?
Pro$ and Con$ of Chocolate
How to be a Good Older Brother
Trouble- Fact or Fantasy?
V’nishmartem Meod L’nafshosechem - Drink Milk!
How to be a Far Rockaway hocker
The Beauty of Chazzanus
Shimush Talmidei Chachomim – Honor Thy Counselor (Thanx a ton!)
Surfbikes and the Nine Days
Ah Heimishe Yid
Cell phones According to Halacha
Once Upon A Story……..
Laughter – The Best Medicine
Chulent & Kugel – Food for the Neshama
Chashivus of Limud Hatorah at Night
Yeshivish – To Be Or Not To Be?
“Tzur [rock(y)] Yisroel” - A Deeper Understanding.
Camp Agudah Then and Now

You guys were the most Flasig group of all time!! Just remember to Shnizzel Down... Hatzlacha Rabba in 9th
grade! Shteig, don’t Shmeff -keep in touch whether you’re in Temimah, Mir, Darchei and of course….
Kominetz! Thanks for a great summer!!
July 31st 2008
BBQ, Basketball game vs. Rayim
Gym rocking at the last second, never been that loud in camp history!!

Naftoli Stern -CC-

One week after camp
Hopefully will have caught up on sleep and own a football named teddy.

Yoel Eliezer Becher
Mordechai Dovid Berman
Kalman Brecher
Itiel Cohen
Yossi Dachs
Eliezer Frischman
Kasriel Gewirtzman
Shmuel Eli Greisman
Binyomin Kahan
Yedidya Kaplan
Michael Lokietek
Yonason Markowitz
Meir Merzel
Naftali Pilchick
Ezra Rothenberg
Eli Schechter
Yehuda Schwartz

Will still be an awesome guy and will be providing refries in need with fine time
pieces
Will call his counselor to make sure he’s up
Will be doing 5 sets of 20 pushups
Will still be trying to get Kaplan to organize his stuff
Will still be pumping and partying (pumping party) and teaching the world how to
break dance
Will still be playing basketball (duh)
Will be driving the “bus” and trying to get a hold of a Morris referee (poor ref)
Will teach Michoel all the pumping litfisha songs and will still becoming to the
Chofetz Chaim shmooz
Will still be taking early showers and will be chilling with Zev
Will be singing Bai Kaita Alma-Matter during ZMIROS while eating 12
sandwiches
Will be searching for skunks … Vus
Will be orchestrating professional BBQ somewhere
Will call Gaddy and tell him how geshmak camp still is
Will be ungezetz because the Yankees lost yet again
Will think about tying his shoes
Will be the first one at his minyan
Will be trying to explain why his yarmulke says J E F F

Aug 1st 2008
First Friday of the second trip
Potatoes for lunch!!

The Summer of 2008 was the greatest because…
Mordechai Lichtenfeld -CC-

Was Color War general and had the greatest bunk in camp

Sruli Batalion
Avigdor Chicheportiche
Yochanan Meir Friedman

Was “best in bunk” like he always wanted to be
Didn’t end up switching bunks
Got to the playoffs in leagues- even though he didn’t get the trade he
wanted
Got his personalized yarmulka
Was able to play sports even with a broken finger
Was on a great league team
Enjoyed the kumzitz and his counselor was color war general
Got the zchus to help his counselor when he needed it
Got to stay up very late during color war and do costumes and balloon
Was not “out of it” and was the bartender in the play
Had his brother on the head staff
Became an eye doctor
Got into an OAR play
Got his counselor an escalade
Got his brother a picture together with his counselor

Yochanan Karman
Mordechai Lutz
Nachy Monoker
Avrohom Nosson Neuberger
Dovid Ordentlich
Yaakov Rosenberg
Yitzchok Roth
Aaron Schilit
Motti Shor
Leiby Soskin
Yehuda Leib Stefansky
Dovid Zagelbaum

Aug 2nd 2008
Very exciting Shabbos
Ice cream truck comes to camp for all those who learned

As a staff member you will…
Dovid Akerman
Moshe Bressler
Shloimy Gluck
Zvi Greenspan
Chaim Mordechai Gross
Reuven Horowitz
Moshe Kraut
Yitzchak Lubin
Pesach Miller
Yaakov Perl
Shlomo Baruch Pollak
Eli Schonbrun
Zevi Schwab
Yechiel Smilow
Aharon Stern
Menachem Yechiel Szlafrok
Mordechai Yoffe
Pinny Faska

Give over the “Berliner” messorah and make faces to put your campers to bed
Listen to Rabbi Karmel and be dressed for purim all summer
Continue learning with all the campers of camp Mechina/Veretzky (Agudah)
Will be in Rayim or Moris working as night maintenance until you meet the
“Zucks”
Sweep your bunk spotless every day and be in charge of clean up by color war.
Thanks
Join the camp hockey team, band, and lead props
Hey, who said you’re getting a job
Be a life guard that will smile to every camper that comes to the pool
Teach all your campers how to say “what’s uuuuuup” and the meaning of
“BBQ”
Continue being a tzadik from Passaic with broken glasses
Finally get your own cubicle where you will learn with your campers
Remember “Aug 25” and teach the importance of leagues, Rabbi Slomowitz…
Realized that being in camp a full summer is the right thing (Morris!)
Continued taking care of me, and say good afternoon with a smile
Go to sleep at 4 o’clock am
Talk about Yisroel Meir, Eliyahu, and Rabbi K
Call me on your cell phone to continue Chaim Berlin raid
Thanks for all your hard work

Dear Bunk Lamed Aleph – whether it was 2 or 3 summers spent together I find it to hard to say goodbye. I owe
you guys so so much. Can’t wait to see you on Oct 29th, make sure you’re wearing dancing shoes.
Reb Elya
Aug 3rd 2008
Payday Breakout!!!
$$$$$

Last Will and Testeamants…

Meshulem Z. BrandweinEliyahu Noach ComptonAaron EgertEliyahu KamenetskyMeir LeviEliyahu MandelbaumYisroel Meir MendlowitzDovidel PhillipMoshe Snow-

To have 5000 Chassidim
Hamburgers and eggs
A police car and fire truck
200 cases of water
His own cubby
A bowl of grandma’s tuna fish
To play intercamp games every day
A supply of Tintin books
To hear reveille all day

Aug 4th 2008
First day of PayDay
Basketball Game against Romimu

Forsummer2009,anewJSjobwillbecreatedfor…
Aaron Shleifstein -CCZevi Arem
Pope Benedict Berger
Nisson Mordechai Bohensky
Yisroel Zev Borchardt
Avrohom Chaim Bronstein
Osher Chechik
Zalmy Eckstein
Yehuda “BIL” Gold
Yossi Gold
Yisroel Green
Lieby Liberman
Yitzchok Messner
Dovid Yaakov “Mitch” Michaeli
Lipa Perlow
Shamshon B. Pinter

Dovid Rubinstein
Yisroel Ungar
Sruly Zagelbaum
Rabbi Schilit
Zerby
Mordy Moli Mord
Naftali
Eliyahu
Roov

…hopefully not
To learn mishnayos with campers and to order expensive things from Dougies
To remain Maximus’ trusty “loyal” servant (you traitor) and to eat “kosher” triscuits with
coffeemate and whole wheat bread
To replace rollerblading by the gym with ribstiks
To… guess what… sing vikoyvay and to teach the rest of the js’s how not to sleep at night
To help buss the tables and to bring every counselor their white shirt from the shul
To remind all the campers to wash for melava malka
To provide Yankee games and phone scams for the rest of the js’s
To be the nurses assistant pulling off facial scabs and to help campers learn how not to pitch in
clutch games
To rotate all the bunks that all the rotators refuse to rotate
To teach campers how to dribble a basketball between your legs while on a ribstik
To help any small bungalow colony which may need a minyan for Shabbos
To wake every camper up THREE minutes before davening and to run the adult choir
To give lessons on sleep talking and sleep walking about how to hold things in your hand while
sleeping, on the floor, put on your socks already
To introduce for the very first time “LIPA” and to be the scary part in every play with his mask
Ohh… where do I start… to go BOING at 10:30, to pull his pants up to his chin, to open his… to
blow his whistle, to watch every night baseball game at 11:00, to get coffee with out sugar, to txt
chacha, and to learn with…
To give buzz cuts to anyone who wants and to chilzuch for half an hour by every meal
To give ribstik and Chinese yoyo lessons to the whole camp and to build beds that have no light by
night
To buy marshmallow fluff for all the campers in camp
To give out bus stickers and movies
To give out gushers
To be able to be incharge of league trades but only when his team is bad
To daven shachris for the amud on Shabbos and to give break dancing lessons Nafali style
Yeah well…
To do hiking and grilling in laurel, but without the hiking

Aug 5th 2008
Second day of PayDay, Camp Gavoah comes to camp
Payday auction for night activity!

TherearenoschoolbussestoDougiesorShoprightwithipods,yarmulkas,bags,andvariousothergoodiesthatcantbe
mentionedbecause…
Aaron Zev Herbstman -CC-

Yossi Beinhorn
Eliyahu Tzvi Feinstein
Ephraim Felsinger
Moishy Fine
Chaim Fogel
Avrohom Natan Gurwitz
Alexander Herbstman
Nesanel Hofman
Yerucham Klein
Yaakov Lax
Ariel Lewis
Zevi Neuman
Reuven Pearl
Yaakov Roth
Efraim Rudin
Eliyahu Sokol
Ezriel Srebro
Ahron Daniel Sussman
Eli Tepfer
Moshe Trenk
Eli Berkovitz
Yakov Bressler
Moshe Finkelstein
Yehudah Levi
Pancer
Shlomo Tessler
Moishe Salzman

Will fly to Cleveland and will eat cheese on top of Beis Raphael with hearts of palm and avocados but
without ketchup and olives while he shoots 40% in a basketball game “ESPECIALLY IF HIS BACK IS
ITCHING” This is so UBUR I hope this doesn’t get CENSORED
Always has pretzel logs and chocolate syrup for me
Will finish Baba Kama on the M15 bus and stay away from the nurse
Will stay for the entire second half and not come and leave because his counselor never shows up to leuges
Reading frued books on the fast day in his bungalow
“Fogs” will order yarmulkes for the whole camp Bnos and will sneak out of Yeshivah early just to sing
Alma Maters on our bench
Has a real reason for making a BBQ he missed the MANAVU game
Will actually put his cousin’s flash light away in Beis Shraga & will have B-DAY parties
Has siyum and soap and soda every single day
“Jorry” will keep knocking down those jumpers and pump zemiros
he is the gold metal winning record settings machaneinu champion with the TSN
Was next door first half-shlepping my fridge-to chofets chaim
Giving professional haircuts on the 52 towards shop rite
Actually have his I pod for longer than three days
Will walk from his house to Darchei and never take off his clogs/by the way your welcome for the dougies
or pizza that I got you every motsai shabbos
continue guarding the door on shabbos and leading the marching from the bunk to the dining room
Too actually have his bed closer to the wall every month
Will always be on my leuge team and always chill in kaminets
Will be takink lifeguarding and pumping our bunk
Too be n the 9th grade hocey team in Bei Kayta
A place to knap every day while playing president
Did not regret his decision about first half and come to shor hatorah just a bit late hiding his phone
Will get many more bags at 4:48
Bikes across the country or equally from the bunk to the Main building
To ignore his MP3 while wearing 30 shirts
Will be swatting those shots to the North side and trying to help R’Schilit get prizes
To borrow back his I pod and PSP
To play guitar not his I pod in his amps while blading around learning with me

Aug 6th 2008
Bunks Lamed and Lamed Dalled go mini golfing and driving

“By Next Summer”
Rabbi Pearl
Will take a day off
Rabbi T.K.
Will close the lake after the pool
R’ Shlomie Ettinger
Will expand his Friday Night Tisch
Shalom Lerner
Will be C-23(9) in Camp Simcha for the whole summer
Reuven Augenstein
Will still be in Senior Leagues
Yechiel “Barney” Barnetsky
Will be a real WSI
Shalom Becker
Will have passed his road test
Yanky “Blobs” Blobstein
Will still be in charge of OAR psyche
Yossi Blech
Will get a better nickname from Lerner
Y. Y. Bukspan
Will still be at the kiddie pool
Nachum Caplan
Will be part of maintenance...........................85 radios
Yitzchak Caplan
Will give Shiur by the lake
Chaim Freund
Might come to visit Agudah
Tzvi Klein
Will be in Rabbi Wolf’s Shiur Again
Dovid Levi
Will still be on time for everything
Yaakov Mo Miller
Will be a Flatbush Unit
Yitzy Miller
“Might” work by the lake
Meyer Rand
Will be a Waiter
Chaim Y. Scheiner
Will only have two phones
Menachem Tepper
Random?!?ness
Menachem S. Thurm
Will work for Yisroel Brody
Chezky Yavne
Will visit Camp Agudah
Naftoli Yaffe
Will be a full-time lifeguard
Shmuel Young
Will be a real LTI(er-masmid)
Yehuda Zucker
Will supply watermelon for all lifeguards

Aug 7th 2008
Inter-camp vs. Camp Rayim
Cantata

All City
T.T.T.O Yatzliach

BREAKOUT 08 WHAT A SHOCK
GAME SHOW SO GESHMAK
KOSHER PHONES A JOKE
Y.Y’S BUS HAS BROKE
TO A NEW REVEILLE WE WOKE
TRAFFIC TO SPORTSTIME WHAT A PAIN
NEW HEAD STAFF SO LAME
NO ROOM IN BAIS RALPH
MOVIES IN THE RAIN
HAS ANYONE SEEN KIZZY?
GO AC TO VICTORY
WITH RABBI TANK AND LICHA DODI
WERE GONA MAKE THIS WIN SO EASY
AC MOOVHAK WHAT A NAME
OBAMA WILL BRING US CHANGE
NO KOOVED FOR THE ROOV
LEBO SAME OLD SHTICK
AC IS GONNA KICK

OUT OF TOWN
BREAKOUT 08 ONCE AGAIN A FLOP
MEISNERS FAKEOUT-GAME SHOW COULDN’T TOP
CHANGES IN REVILLE EVERYONE TOGETHER
CELL PHONES IN CAMP NEEDING A HECHSHER
WITH LEBO LEADING THE WAY
A.C MUVHAK’S START TO PRAY
FLATBUSH CHOSID WONT FOOL YOU
OBAMA KAL WATCH OUT FOR OOT
SENIORS TAKING OVER ALONG WITH RABBI SHILIT
IN BAIS RAPHAEL THEY CANT REALLY FIT
NO ONE KNOWS WHY THE GYM FLOOR WAS REDONE
CAUSE ON THE TEAM WE HAVE NO ONE
BACK TO HIGH
ROOV MOVING TO FLATBUSH
SOMETHING SEEMS WRONG
TANK IN YOUNG ISREAL SINGING SHABBOS SONGS
KAL ON HIS CELL PHONES TALKING TO THE REBETSIN
OUT OF TOWN WE WILL SURELY WIN

BACK TO HIGH

Aug 8th 2008
Friday!!
No Swim, No Swim, Prepare for Shabbos.

BACK TO HIGH

Monsey Park
T.T.T.O Hinay Mah Tov

Camp Agudah – summer 2008
Rabbi Schilit moving up the ranks
Kosher cell phones – sorry no one brought them
here
Campers iPods are floating everywhere
Carlbach Shabbos – AMK getting loud
Waiters Thomas really rocks the crowd
Trip to Sports Time – once again there was no
room
Rabbi Lichtman preparing for Zoom Flume
General Kal: I am Kal!!!
Team: Onto victory!!!
General Kal: Monsey Park!!!
Team: Greatest place to be!!!
Team: General Obama leading the way
We will win this neighborhood Day!!!
Brand new gym floor – freshly painted red and
green
All we need now is a b-ball team
Game show breakout – family feud price is right
Mach-ne ko-dosh with tv shows at night

FLATBUSH
Tv game shows coming into camp
Our machaneh kodosh-what happened to that
Carelbach shabbos a hartsigeh idea
Do us a favor lipa for next year
Ooh ooh ooh hilchin achar roov
Ooh ooh ooh well win with shloime tzuv
The roov being mekarev alleh yiden
Turning flatbush into heisah chasidim
Ac’s got the university yeshivah
Out of town plenty of movie theaters
Boro park exclusive g & g
Flatbush wearing brioni and gucci
BACK TO HIGH

Lebo doing a brother imitation
Kal obamo america’s sensation
Muvhak tank happy in bnos
Shloime’s next door neighbor heist shmelke gross

Shloime Leshko your chassidus is a fake
Counselor Yonah was better at the lake
Yitzy Lebo – wish your brothers were still here
Gen-ral Kaly will lead us through this year
BACK TO HIGH

Aug 9th 2008
Rabbi Shlomo Miller Shabbos Gadol

BACK TO HIGH

All City In General
We finally did it, The All City Movhaks won it. I couldn’t have done it with out you, the campers, lets
face it you couldn’t have done it without me. I first would like to thank the head staff for giving me this
wonderful opportunity and finally making me a counselor/general. I would also like to thank my fellow
generals Shloime, Yitzy, and Kal for making neighborhood day a blast.
B. Shapiro – You finally came out and led the song. The song was awesome 2 3 4 and you even
upstaged me in the skit.
Y. Joselit - Without that one liner the song would stink.
Y. Lowenthal – Being the best right hand man for the songs.
Shmuly – The skit was awesome, the song choice was ok. IMY”H vet fooren kan lesinzek in gait zich
os lernen ve azoy tze esen hering mit kiechal lakeich in bronfon (jew food).
Max – Without you I would have no clue what I was doing, you showed me the way, you were the best
Nazi ever.
Katty – The props were amazing and you at least showed up for the dodge ball and volleyball games.
Meisner – 7th grade must be awesome!! You were “faaaabulous” in the skit if you weren’t there I would
have been really bored.
Schwadel – Pumping up all the kids to win the sports is what makes you so special (Happy Birthday).
Pollack – If camp had a volleyball team you would for sure be on it, since you’re already on the
basketball team.
Miller – Baseball is your sport and you know how to coach.
Friedman, Rubowksky, Zazulia, Lasdun – If you wouldn’t coach your teams we would have never won
neighborhood day.
Landau – You were almost amazing at dodge ball. If you were in I’m sure we would have won.
Pinny – Thanks for everything, not just for neighborhood day but for every day.

General Tank

Aug 10th 2008
Tisha Bav

Out of Town In General
The scores for Neighborhood Day 2008
9:30 p.m. – MP- 300, F- 385, OOT- 400, AC- 408
9:32 p.m. - OOT- 300, F- 385, MP- 400, AC- 408
Hey Out Of Towner’s, I want to congratulate all of you on our last place finish. We did an amazing job at coming
in last, and we did it with such style and passion. But look on the bright side, we almost came in second. But
seriously, no matter what place we came in, you guys were amazing. From playing the activities to singing your
hearts out in the dining room, you guys gave it your all. I hope you enjoyed neighborhood day as much as I did.
Out of Town Rocks
I would like to thank the head staff for giving me this great opportunity and for always being there when needed.
To Tank, Kal, and the Roov - I could not have asked for better people to go up against during neighborhood
day. You guys are great friends. From getting the tee- shirts and on, the achdus was amazing. Thanks
Eliyahu Kaufman- Thanks for answering all my phone calls. I know you were very busy at that time and I
appreciate you taking care of the skit. Hope to dance with you soon iy”h
Mordy Lichtenfeld- You’re great! The song was kicking, Thanks for the skit and for taking that basketball game.
See ya in Yeshiva iy”h
Kizzy- I appreciate you coming to the volleyball game (after all my asking) I know that you had other things to
do at that time (swimming and jogging.)
Dani Stein- Thanks for the picture. You’re a great friend. Thanks for playing volleyball and for bringing home a
win in your baseball game. You did a great job doing the lights for the skit. (lakukaracha)
Shlomo Fixler- Those brownie bars are amazing, keep them coming. Thanks for taking the hockey game and
for all your help during neighborhood day.
Yosef Birnbaum- Thanks for arranging the volleyball game, we almost had it in the bag. And also for taking the
activity of volleyball.
Chanoch Glicher- Thanks for playing volleyball, the “real” song help, and your “advice” for the skit. Not to
mention the “idea” for the banner. See ya in Yeshiva iy”h
MS Feivelson- Not only do you write songs for us, but you manage to have time to write songs for other camps
as well. You are very talented, and the song/leading was great. Thanks for playing volleyball, dodge ball and for
making the banner.
Avi Heineman- You are a sick dodge ball player, and we should have won. (thanks for not turning me down)
Thanks for playing volleyball as well.
Moshe Ginsburg- You are a great psych leader (you did an amazing job even though I didn’t tell “you know
who” about it.) You were an awesome center in volleyball and even better at dodge ball.
DT Lutz- Thanks for playing volleyball, dodge ball and for getting us that tie in the dodge ball game. Go day
camp
YM Schonbrun- You were great at psych, I knew that you had it in you. (You are still a better back- scratcher
than I am.)
Jack Stefansky- One word, Amazing! You’re a real psycher! And I hope you keep the swings incident a secret.
(you rock)
Pancer- You were awesome in volleyball and great at dodge ball (next time I will beat you at pool.)
Jaraslowicz- Thanks for giving up your time for the team. You were great at dodge ball.
Bunk Chof Alef- Thanks for cheering for Out Of Town, I know that you really wanted me to win. You guys were
amazing this summer. I had a blast, hope you did as well. K.I.T.

General Yitzi (Lebo 4)
Aug 11th 2008
Beat the Clock for night activity!
Rainy Day! Music playing at 12:03!

In-general MonseyPark
The worst part about writing an article is getting started. Gee whiz I just did it (that line was for Pinny -you’re
awesome). Now to really start, it was an awesome Neighborhood day even though we came in last place. The Ruach
was amazing, the songs were terrific and overall it was so Hartzig (that line was for me-to get a salary boost). All
corniness aside it really was superb, and that’s because I just found out I really came in third (You would think the
head staff could use a calculator- now that’s gonna be censored.). And the reason we came in second (yes we actually
came in second, Rabbi Lichtman just told me) was because of you guys. Yes you the campers. All you chevrah from
Boro Park and Monsey showed us real achdus, leibidikeit, geshmak and heavy duty coolness. We were fixed to be
last, you brought us to 2nd (Sorry you couldn’t get Tank, but he just didn’t fit). And Now for The Head Staff. My
appreciation is immeasurable, as I was singled out for kindness. Your helping hands and strong shoulders have led
and supported me throughout my travails (please excuse the clichés). It is the kindness, wisdom and foresight that has
been there for me and will hopefully be there for me (Vehamaiven Yavin). Moving along now, I would like to write
something nice and appreciative about my fellow generals. Shloime, if not for you I wouldn’t be here now, you’re
always ready in a pinch, you know you’re just swell. Yitzi, we grew up together and your fortitude and loyalty still
do not cease to amaze me, I consider myself lucky to be your friend. Yoini, (sorry the Rebbe’s orders) what can I say,
for you are me and me are you.
Acharon Acharon Choviv to all my dear chaveirim, it was impossible to do it without you-you see I can’t
play Atomic Fireballs. Well here goes
Aharon Shleifstein-You’re awesome your wise advice and constant support topped all and a very special thanks for
the song (I still hear kids sing it).
Lt. Heshy Klein- Wow, I mean like you like did it all, from Clarence B. to dominating in volley ball. One day you
will be in the pros-The Olympic dodge ball team. May you be zoche to build a bayis neeman biyisroel. Mazal Tov.
Rabbi Shmuli Hirsch- Much thanks for being who you are. You are truly a person to strive to be like. Good Luck.
We’ve got the Suchie- Suchie your character and talent made Monsey-Park what it is
Tuli Abramczyk- we could not have done it without you from the songs to sports you were great and your brotherYaakov with Y. Olshwang was just remarkable. You were great sportsmen
Moots Kohn –the quiet guy who does all the work. Thanks.
The Volleyball Team- Ha-Ha we crushed
S. Whitman –Thanks a lot for the skits you were awesome and tell Goldbaum and Zucker that they rock the house.
Shmuel Chaim Greenberg- See your name did make it
B.Z.-Man you were good some real nice fireballs.
Avi Greenberger- Hi
Kozmo-just stay the way you are (and tell your father thanks).
Yechiel Aharonoff- great, extraordinary, notable, eminent I got all the words from the thesaurus and you deserve
them all.
S. A. Freund- Shkoiach for the mesiras nefesh you displayed in the volleyball game.
H. Kroizer you were a real asset to our team.
Yossi Meisner- I’m hungry
Bunk Chof Beis- You really were awesome, you guys made sure that the generalship did not go to my head. Thanks
for being the best bunk in camp. See (some of ) you in Yeshiva.
I’m typing this a month after neighborhood day and many details have slipped my mine. So if I didn’t mention you
here goes Thank you everyone in Ruach Country.

General Kal
Aug 12th 2008
Grand Trip!! Entire Camp goes to Lake George Great Escape on COACH BUSSES! Senior Leagues get an Uber
Fest/Geshmak BBQ and camp fire at Camp Gavoeh!!

Flatbush In-General
YES! We have succeeded. Through the Roovs great nissim the team of Flatbush came out victorious and avoided being plunged into the
depths of 4th place. It was a true honor to have the opportunity to be mekarev all Flatbush Jews and turn them into hieliga yeedin (I hope).
First, I would like to thank the greatest Head Staff in the mountains for providing me with this wonderful and unique, once in a life time
opportunity. Thank you so much for always being there for me throughout all these years especially whenever I needed someone to have
shaychas with (Yonah).
To Avraham Kloinemes, Yitzchok, and Yonah, it was a pleasure to be co-generals with you, I couldn’t have asked for a better trio, hope you
had as much fun as I had, thanks a lot you were the best.
And now to the greatest staff in the mountains, the Flatbush staff…
A.Z. Herbsman – Shkoyach for all your help whenever I needed it, and for your advice whenever I did seek it. The help on the song and
insuring that the skit was a respectable one was greatly appreciated, remember do it in the morning because it always gets done. It’s always
good to have a good friend on the team especially one that walks and talks the same language and understands my background. Thanks for
being a person who appreciates a sound Nel education, a toiamhayhu on a Friday afternoon, and a BBQ in Laurel. Regards from Shmelka
Gross (greatest and the most random line in a song ever).
Yoni – You truly are a Leshkowitz. It’s a pleasure to see you maturing into the path that was set forth by your brothers and cousins that
walked these hollowed ground of song writings and acting. Thank you so much for your help with the songs, it was really appreciated, wasn’t
that Shmelka Gross line great? Thank you for your tremendous play in the volleyball game, we wouldn’t have won that one game without
you.
Shimshy Brecher – Thank you for being the greatest neighbor that I could have possibly imagined. Thanks for all those BBQ you invited my
bunk to and for taking care of them between trips. Shkoyach for that fabulous volleyball game and for taking your activity.
Pinchas Abish Halevy Kanner – Thanks for all the hard work you put into this camp, with the loshon hora program and the new ahavas chesed
program. I don’t think you understand how many kids are refraining from speaking loshon hora and are doing chesed only because of you.
The zchusim should protect you for the rest of your life. Thanks for aways being there when I needed you and for taking your activity, and
almost using my ahavas chesed song.
Yaakov Aberback – Thanks for your tremendous front line play in the volleyball game, and for taking your activity it really made a
tremendous difference. Thanks for being available to help whenever I needed it.
Ralph Stern – Thanks for that unbelievable banner and for all the banners that you have beautified camp with. Thanks for being there and
taking your activity.
Sheiya Lowenger – Thanks for your dominating front line play! And for taking your activity. Hope you enjoyed your renewed and short stay
in camp.
Nechemia Isbee – You the man! Thanks for taking care of those yarmulkes and for speaking up whenever counselors needed a voice. Thanks
for being at your activity and your inspiring play in dodge ball. Thanks for pumping up camp.
Sruly Gray – Your ferocious second line play was a site to behold. Thanks for being at your activity, it really was appreciated!
Hillel Weinreb – Although you will never replace your brother, you still are a pretty good camper. Thanks for taking your activity and giving
up your spot in volleyball.
A. Ordentloch – Torah Vadas forever! Thanks for taking your activity and just being another Heimeshe yeed in camp. It was a pleasure having
you on the team. Hatzlacha in Fishmans.
Ralph David – Thanks for taking the lake races, it really made a tremendous difference and for your great acting.
S. Winnie – Thanks for taking your activity and your awesome and fearless play in dodge ball. You are truly a great sport!
E. Brand – Your début on stage was truly tremendous and hilarious, thank you so much and thanks for taking your activity.
G. Diamond – Thanks for taking your activity and just being another Diamond around camp.
M.D. Neuberger – Your menacing play in volleyball was a pleasure. Thanks for taking your activity and being a true Torah Vadasnick.
Rosner – Thank you so much for taking your activity.
Goldbaum, Blobs, Tepps – Although you guys were officially not on the team the skit would have no way happened if not for you guys. You
were simply amazing and absolutely hilarious, you all have a tremendous future in Camp Agudah’s stage.
E. Stein – I know a senior league basket ball game can be tuff, thank so much for taking it, it really made my job a lot easier.
A. Weilgous – The Chofetz Chaim acting was unbelievable just please try to find a different color shirt. Thanks again for taking your activity.
B. Rosenberg – Thanks for being so easy when it came to taking an activity, especially a senior league activity, it was really appreciated.
N. Seroka – Thank you so much for taking your activity.
M. Weiderman, P. Miller – The two best campers in dodge ball this camp has to offer. Thank you so very much.
To the greatest neighborhood on the other side of Ocean Parkway, you were all unbelievable. You pumped up your sports and rocked up the
song like has never been done before. Thanks a lot. I hope you had as much fun as I did.

Roov (Shloime)
Aug 13th 2008
Lazy Day!

ORANGE CHEER
RED CHEER

T.T.T.O. AL HANISIM

BREAKOUT ’08 WHAT A SHOCKER
GARDENER RAMBO HELICOPTER
RABBI SHAKESPEARE WAS A NO SHOW
ONE LESS TISCH FOR ALL OF US TO GO
TRIP TO COMPOUNCE YELLOW BUSSES
OTHER CAMPS THOUGH MADE NO FUSSES
TO THE DRUG CAMP CAME CHASSIDIM
NOW WE HAVE A 10:30 MINYAN
ORANGE TEAM THE WIN IS NEAR
MAX AIN’T KUDOISH WHERE’S YOUR BEARD
SHIMSHON GEEBUR SHOW YOUR MIGHT
WEESE GOIN DOWN TOMORROW NIGHT
SEFER TORAH BIG REKIDA

T.T.T.O YISMICHU BIMALCHUSCHA

COPTERS FOR BREAKOUT ALL SO SHOCKED
THOMAS FOR PRESIDENT NOT POLKAS
RABBI SHAKESPEARE A PURIM SHPIEL
HE’S FEERING TISCH IN OHEL SHMEEL
FIRE IT UP-RED HOT RED TEAM
SHIMSHY GIVE UP-RED HOT RED TEAM
MAX IN THE LEAD WE WILL SUCCEED
ORANGE A DREAM RED SUPREME!!
POINT SYSTEM WINNERS NO MORE SWAN LAKE
TO NEW UP UP UP WE ALL AWAKE
NEW GYM A WASTE THE TEAM CAN’T PLAY
BETTER SPENT ON COACH USA

KOSHER PONES BUT NO MECHITZA
BIG BAD WOLF CHUCKS ANGRY BIG GUY
DIDN’T EVEN GIVE A REASON WHY
MAX IS LEAVING WHAT A SHAME
ON THE TEAM BUT GOT NO GAME
ABERCROMBIE BIT TOO TIGHT

BACK TO HIGH
SHIMSHON NO GIBOR WHEREAS YOUR CROWD
STOLE MAX’S DOUGIES TO GET LOUD
ABERCROMBIE AND RED HOT SAUCE
KODESH KODUSHIM WILL WIN OF COURSE!!

ORANGE TEAM IS GONNA WIN THIS FIGHT
BACK TO HIGH

Aug 14th 2008
Carnival Day!! BBQ!!

BACK TO HIGH

RED MARCHING SONG

ORANGE MARCHING SONG
Every summer morning when we wake
Decisions placed upon us we must make
Though the summer is a time to relax and have fun
All our deeds focus on the holy one
Despite the craving to remain in bed
We choose to go to cocoa club instead
And we try to uplift ourselves late at night
Kollel erev brings the torah light
Oh hashem our king dirucheha diruahu
Our actions focused towards koodshu brich hoo
We must sanctify all the chul in our hand
Executing this will bring us to our home land
Playing ball is always lots of fun
Were careful don’t embarrass anyone
Exercising our guf to improve our soul
Helping us to achieve the torah’s goal
Eating meals may seem to be mundane
But with a brocha there is so much to gain
Take some challah friday night recite kiddush on some wine
Making shabbos eternally divine

WITHIN THE CITY OF WARSAW POLAND, IGOR WAS A NONRELIGIOUS JEW
DESPISING HIS LINAGE OF AM YISRAEL THE TORAH AND
THE MITSVOS THEY ALL DO
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO STIR UP TROUBLE, HIS HAD
LEARNED TO BE AFRAID COMMITING AVEIROS

WITHOUT BOOSHA, ALL KNEW JUST HOW FAR HE
HAD STRAYED
MEKADESH SHEMOY BERABIM AM HANIVCHAR
OUR TAFKID IN LIFE ALWAYS THE SAME TO
SANCTIFY HIS HOLY NAME
TEFILOS AND SINGING PRAISE KARBONOS,
KETOROS THOSE HOLY DAYS THE TORAH
PROTECTING IN EVERY WAY, BEKODESWH
VETEHARAH WE REMAIN
LATE IN THE SUMMER OF 39, NAZIS PARADING
THROUGH THE STREETS COMMENCING THE
DARKEST OF OUR TIMES, THE NATION POLAND
CRUMBLED IN DEFEAT
THEN CAME THE INFAMOUS SS ORDERS, EVERY
ONES TO GATHER RIGHT AWAY KNOWING ABOUT
IGORS SITUATION THEY CALLED HIM OUT ON THAT
FATEFUL DAY
BACK TO HIGH

BACK TO HIGH
The summer only lasts for eight short weeks
Its lessons show the life that we should seek
All the actions of a jew shouldn’t be in vain
This will lead us to glorify his name
BACK TO HIGH

THE NAZI WAS HOLDING A SEFER TORAH HE ROLLED IT OUT
BEFORE HIM ON THE FLOOR STEP ON IT AND NO HARM WILL
BEFALL YOU, WE KNOW YOU HAVE DONE MUCH WORSE
BEFORE
EYES FIXED ON IGOR AND THE ROLLED OUT TORAH, ALL
THERE WERE SURE HEWOULD COMPLY, HIS LIFE FULL OF
EVIL PASSED BEFORE HIM HE YELLED I WON’T! AND I
WOULD RATHER DIE
BACK TO HIGH

Aug 15th 2008
Staff baseball game. Gorgeous day.
Shabbos Nachamu preparations.

Orange In-General
Its 3:30 a.m., I can still taste that delightful pastrami sandwich as it sizzles in my tummy from the wonderful OAR after party…
Dudes we did it! We won! I would like to thank the head staff for giving me this once in a life time opportunity, may we
continue to share in future simchos bikarov.
Max Weiss- It was awesome going up against you. May we celebrate real simchos in the very near future. See you back in
Waterbury.
Heshy Klein- Even though you had bronchitis, you nevertheless put all you had into it, Looking forward to dance at your
Chasuna.
Shmully Hirsch- I knew we could count on you, without you I honestly do not see a way that the play could have happened. Up
to the last second you were amazing, I still can’t get over how you managed so smoothly in such a short period of time. I’ll never
forget that story of us getting stuck in the rain while at Bnos’s prop room, maybe next year we could put on a skit about it, but
without props of course.
Eliyahu Kaufman- I know that you’re probably thinking that I have to say this but I am telling you that play was one of the most
incredible ones ever in Camp Agudah history. I still can’t get over how you perfected in bringing out the theme in such a
professional manner. The presentation of the banner was done very professionally as well. May you be zoche to build a bayis
neeman biyisroel.
Ahron Schleifstein- Your words of wisdom really made the difference, whenever you saw the need to give advice you did it in
your own professional manner. Thanks for staying up for two full nights working on the song it really paid off, everyone was
astounded by how spectacular it was. Thanks for the play as well.
Moti Edelstein- The unglamorous work that you did during OAR was what made it so special. Your dedication towards giving
the guys a great time was greatly appreciated. You went that extra mile to make sure that the song was perfect and perfect it was.
Your friendship and dedication was what got me through OAR, Thanks a million for all the advice, it really helped.
Yonah Kaplowitz- Your humor was greatly appreciated by young and old alike, that pantomime was hilarious, the kids really
loved it, you really added a spirit to the team, you did an amazing job organizing and acting during the play as well.
Yaakov Aberbach- I couldn’t have chosen a better lieutenant then yourself. You were really great working together with. Your
motivation was something special. Thanks for the acting as well. You rock dude!
Nechemia Isbee- You made a dream companion which every general wishes he had. You were with me every single step of the
way, from managing activities to perfecting the torah bowl. Sorry the races never happened, I know we would have won them,
your acting was immense as well.
Rafael Stern- That banner was one of the most precious and gorgeous pieces of art that I have ever seen. The theme in the
drawing was brought out instantaneously, a good choice on your part. May you continue using your talents for many years to
come.
S. Gray- You really have a talent at getting others involved. Everything that you did for the team was really done in a most
perfect manner. You really got the job done. Hatzlocha in the Mir. Shteig away by Rabbi Elefant.
Pinny Faska- Thanks for that ride to Bnos, without you nothing would have happened, even though you were not on my team I
never the less felt that you cared. Thanks for those late night shmoozin. Thanks for the patience regarding the in general.
P. Kanner- The torah bowl was great, the kids know so much more and you had a huge part in it. Thanks for always being
around.
Yosef Birnbaum- Thanks for always being there, you really pumped up the kids I saw the difference
Boruch Shapiro- Those songs were fabulous. You picked the perfect words. I appreciate those all nighters until you got the song
perfect. You did a fabulous job leading the song as well ,you really added a huge ruach to the team. Thanks a million.
Y. Lowenthal- That Torah Bowl victory was a classic. Its great seeing a young staff member perfect one of the most difficult
jobs in OAR and you did just that. I owe you big time.
Yosef Joselit- You organized the very best psych team in Camp Agudah history. Thanks to you for making every kid on the
team feel special as you guys cheered them on. It was a job well done.
Moshe Lichtman- You have a bright future as a staff member. Thanks for always being there in your “leibidike” way. You acted
great as well.

Aug 16th 2008
Melava Malka.
Lipa almost came to sing. Shabbos Nachamu.

Orange In-General (cont.)
Shloimy and Aryeh Brecher- If I would be able to pick two brothers I would pick you as them. Thanks for everything.
Moshe Gershon Kramer- Cosmo you da man you were great to have on my team, your input in motivating the senior leaguers
for the torah bowl really made the difference. Thanks for organizing cleanup as well, it was a perfect job.
Gedalya “counselor” Wielgus- Thanks for the advice from the eretz hakodesh. Iy’’h simchos bikarov.
Meir Papa- Thanks for being there, maybe next year Rabbi Elefant will let you come the entire summer.
M. Ginzberg- You were truly amazing your will to go that extra mile and do anything was well appreciated. You really added
“ruach” to the psych as well. You future on the stage is as bright as the sun.
E. Brand- You were terrific on stage your newfound talent at acting was well noted of.
Aryeh Wielgus- Its hard to believe that you’re a 1st year staff member, from psych to activities to the play you maturely excelled
at doing everything in a professional manner.
Motti Kohn- Whenever I saw you I knew I could relax as you took care of just about all props and technicalities of the play. You
really got the job done. Thanks.
M. Meisner- Thanks a million for the acting and all the general help, the kids really look up to you. You rock!
Yitzy Miller- That 7-6 victory in baseball was a thriller and I don’t thing that anyone but you could have pulled it off, you really
motivated the kids. Thanks a lot.
Blobstein- You really rocked the games with your talented psych. That song was amazing, it really got the kids into it. Thanks
for acting as the JL as well, it was awesome.
Ribowsky- You did a great job at psych, thanks for getting involved, you da man.
Thurm- Do you ever get knocked out? You were one of the most dedicated individuals on the team your help with all the props
really made the play so special. Hope to see you back in Waterbury.
Ralph David- Your devotion towards giving it what you got really tipped the bucket in our direction. Thanks so much for
everything!
Chanoch Glicher- I see Great Neck trained you well. You were a great asset to the team.
A. Ordentlich- Thanks for everything, it was a comfort having you on my team.
S. Pollack- Thanks for all your help it was greatly appreciated.
B. Z. Szlafrock- You da’ man! Thanks a ton for the help.
Y. Rosner- You’re an awesome cuz, thanks for the help with the torah bowl!
G. Diamond- Your help with the torah bowl was gratefully appreciated.
Y. Abramczyk- You have a real future in camp. Thanks a ton for everything.
Y. Olshwang- Job well done thanks a mill!!
E. Stein- Thanks for all that you did for the team.
My bunk- bunk chof zayin you guys were the most vild and chilled bunk in camp. You guys were all unbelievable and gishmak.
Thanks for that balloon fest after OAR I really enjoyed it. Keep in touch.
Last but not least, I would like to thank the most leibidik, geshmak, and wonderful campers of the Orange team. Thank you for
giving it all you had you guys really made the difference; each one of you had a part in the win. I hope you all had as great a
time as I did. Thanks a million. KIT.

General Shimshy

Aug 17th 2008
Vi$iting Day, Amazing Bike show comes to camp
COLOR WAR BREAKOUT!!!

Aug 18th 2008
1st day of Color War
Skits, Activities, Cheer Song

Aug 19th 2008
2nd day of Color Warr
Grand Plays, Activities, March Song, Theme Song

GREEN CHEER SONG
- WHY BIKE SHOW
SAVE THE MONEY FOR TO–RON-TO
EGO J-ROD BLASTING ROCK SONGS
LIPA CONCERT COULD’NT BE WRONG
CAMP ADAGUDAH

BLUE CHEER SONG
BIKE SHOWS FOR BREAKOUT CALL EMT’S
PRIVELIGED TO BE BACK AT

4:30

COACHES TO MAKE UP FOR THE FALLS
GREAT ESCAPE A MAJOR BLOWOUT

GOVOHA’S Q A WASTED ROLL CALL

YELLOW BUSSES BACK WITHOUT A DOUBT
CAMP GOVOAH GETTING HIGHER

YIMEY SIMCHA IN THE LEAD

ACT MESHUGA ‘ROUND THE FIRE’

WITH REB ELYA WE WILL SUCCEED
SMOOGLES AND MORDIE DOWN WITH GREEN

BLA BLA ELYA NOT GESHMAK

BLUE TEAM GET UP GET LOUD AND SCREAM

BUT WITH MORDY WE WILL KNOK
SEND HATZOLOH FOR THE BLUE TEAM

B-BALL TEAM PLEASE GET US A WIN

SMOOGLES BRINGING HOME THE DREAM

MAYBE TAKE ON CHAYIL MIRIAM
CHASIDAM INVADING FROM OHEL SHMUEL

BAKETBALL TEAM CAN’T GET A WIN

CAMPERS BE QUIET AT OUR MEAL

BLEACHER CREACHERS GETTINGPROFANE
MELAVAH MALKAH NOT TO LOUD

(BACK

TO HIGH)

LIPA’S NIGGUN ROCKING THE CROWD
MORDY HATZADIK NOT SO REAL
FLASIGER KIPA’S VERY LAME

YOUR WHOLE INTRO A PURIM SHPEIL

NOISE BY MEALS HAS GONE INSANE

HE’S LEARNING FLASIG IN B.M.G.

GENERAL MORDY IN THE GROOVE

R’ELYA SHTIEGING US TO VICTORY

ON TO VICTORY NICE AND SMOOTH

(BACK
(BACK

TO HIGH)

TO HIGH)

Aug 20th 2008
3rd day of Color War
Races, Grand Bechina, GRAND SING! …and the winner is Blue!

GREEN MARCH SONG

BLUE MARCH SONG

T.T.T.O. Im A’Marty

T.T.T.O. – Pirchei # 9

Looking back at are history
Av harachaman showed his mercy
Though his children went astray
Hashem are father never turned away

Am Yisroel gathers in unity
An awesome sight they all will come to see
Levi’m singing shiur! Music fills the air
Simchas Beis Shoeva every year

At Har Sinai an agel we made
Chur and Aharon we disobeyed
But with Moshe’s cries and are Tifelah
Hashem forgave his am segulah

Father in his kittel on seder night
Reliving our Cherous once again
“Knocking” on our door! The Navi’s here once more
Fortelling our redemption when spirits soar

ZICHOR RACHAMECHA VACHASADECHA
TURN YOUR EYES TO HASHEM ELOKECHA
EVERY TIFELAH TOWARDS SHAMAYIM
CAN BREAK THROUGH THE SHARAI
RACHAMIM

Simcha is our Chaim, Haiv Oaf Dan Yadayim
To our father in Shamayim
Shteig in our Torah, it’s the besta Sechora
Serve Hashem with joy

The city of Shushan Hamans gizarah
Murd-chai took children to learn torah
Hashem saw devotion and sincerity
With mercy repealingthe decree
Sixty years ago Europe in flames
So few yidden did remain
But out of the ashes came salvation
BACK TO HIGH
Here we stand today enveloped in tzuros
Will there be an end to this galus
Remember the message whiched helped us endure
Hashem show your rachmanos just once more
BACK TO HIGH

Marching through the Midbar to Har Sinai
We were zoche to the Tora’s light
Ivdu B’Simcha! Learn with hasmada
Staying up entire Shavous night
A little jug of oil the Greeks did leave
Miracles of light we did receive
Haman’s ruthless plan! To rid us from the land
Once again were saved by His loving hand
BACK TO HIGH
From when we lost our Mikdash so long ago
The meaning of our lives is not the same
Yet we will dance with joy! She’lo Osani Goy
We will bring Moshiach in our days
BACK TO HIGH

Aug 21st 2008
Lazy Day
Boruch Levine Concert!

GREEN THEME SONG
T.T.T.O. Vzakayne

The spring of 41 in the Kovno ghetto
Yiden feeling the nazi hate
Clinging to their faith despite the pain and sorrow
All alone wondering what will be their fate
A man named Reb Yosef walking late at night
Stopped by a figure so suddenly
Let me tell you of a scheme of the Third Reich
You are in danger when the Nazi’s broaden their decrees
Ribonoi Shel Olam- our voice calls out to you
Please have Rachmunos on every Jew
It’s been so many years- Oh the suffering and tears
Hashem Hashem kel rachum V’chanun
An impending deportation for all those in the Ghetto
Bergen-Belsen is where you will go
But I have a master plan how I can save you
In these times it is crucial to help a fellow Jew
A few days later a Nazi invasion
With Reb Yosef in a safe haven
In a pile of wood he remained concealed
While his savior gave provisions for his daily meals
BACK TO HIGH
When this invasion ended Reb Yosef had survived
He met the stranger that handed his life
Surprised to see this man wasn’t a frum Jew
So I saved you by heeding to his command
Last week I had a dream my father came to me
And he instructed have pity
Go and save a Jew from the Nazi hand
So I saved you by heeding his command
BACK TO HIGH
Reb Yosef responded because of a mercy
And compassion you shown me
I’ll take upon myself on your soul
Make you frum forever hat will be my goal

BLUE THEME SONG
T.T.T.O. Hasamaech
In the town of Lodz Poland Gathered in the square
Reb Yankel was there with his family
All were sure the end was near Feeling of despair
Except for Reb Yankel because of one item
Secretly he took with him An old calendar
Given to him as a child
His father said use it to remember you’re a Jew
Keep the yomim tovim, the zemanim of the Torah JOYOUSLY
HASAMEACH SAMEACH WITH JOY THEIR FACES
SHOWN
DANCING FOR THEIR CREATER THEY KNEW THEIR
NOT ALONE
HASAMEACH SAMEACH THE MITZVOS THAT WE DO
NO MATTER PAIN OR FRUSTRATION REJOICE TO BE
A JEW
Then one day so suddenly in walked a Nazi
Began to beat R’ Yankel without mercy
Forced to sit in great pain they took it away
The Nazi lit a fire the calendar in flames
Feeling down nowhere to turn how will he know
When to serve Hashem on yom tov
Meets a yid whose full of joy cant understand
Why he is so happy the yid just said FOLLOW ME
BACK TO HIGH
On the floor beneath his bed etched in the ground
Done with such care were the Hebrew dates
I risked my life to write these here not to be forgotten
Our yomim tovim throughout the year
Real-iz-ing that tonight was Simchas Torah
Yankel gathered all for Hakofos
Dancing filled the barracks floor the door swung open
With their guns drawn, how do you defy us DIRTY JEW
BACK TO HIGH
Marching to the gas chambers song on their lips
Spirit alive death imminent
Hand-in-hand, as gas poured down they formed a rikidah
As their nishamos, soured to shamayim, HASHEM ECHAD
BACK TO HIGH

BACK TO HIGH

Aug 22nd 2008
Last Friday night of the summer…
zimiros very pumping

GREEN ALMA-MATTER SONG
T.T.T.O. U’vanei
Broochim ha-bu-im b’shem ha-shem
To old timers and your brand new friends
We have the greatest staff, best campers anywhere
Glad to welcome all of you back here

BLUE ALMA-MATTER SONG
T.T.T.O. – Little Kite (Journeys 2)

Lying in bed, one winter day
Thoughts passing through his mind, a place far away
Yes he was there, with brilliant sunshine
Looks out his window, he wished it was time

That feeling which you get, when entering these gates
That aura which you see upon each face
Look around right now sense the unity
That’s why they call this place RUACH COUNTRY

Receiving his mail, with trembling hands
Smile forms on his face, accepted both halves
Running to look, for his duffel bag
Oh Ruach Country, I’m on my way back

YOU CANT POSSIBLY FORGET THE SUMMERS YOU
SPRND HERE
TANGIBLE FEELINGS WHEN SUMMER MONTHS
DRAW NEAR
AGUDAH’S MY HEART AND SOUL WERE HAS THE
SUMMER FLOWN
CALL OFF THE BUSSES WERE NOT GOING HOME

Agudah don’t leave me, just stay by my side
Eyes filled with tears, I just can’t say goodbye
Achdus so special, friendships so dear
Lessons you taught me, last through the year

CAMP AGUDAH PLEASE DON’T END-THIS SUMMER
CAN’T BE THROUGH
I CANT IMAGINE ONE SUMMER WITH OUT YOU
THERE ARE MANY CAMPS AROUND YOU BUT ITS
SIMPLE AS CAN BE
THERE IS ONLY ONE RUACH COUNTRY

Agudah you mean, the world to me
Can I say thank you, for years of memories
Sparks you’ve ignited, e-ternally
Part of my family Ruach Country

Reb Meir Frischman committed as can be
You’re world revolves around RUACH COUNTRY
Our dear director you are one of a kind
With every move Agudah’s on you’re mind

Comes off the bus, very first day
Greeted by warm words, revered Rabbi K.
Friends all around, faces anew
Summer 2008 should be great too

Thank you Rabbi K. – we cannot replace you
No one comprehends how much you do
Every Shabbos meal you fill with utmost joy
Transferring us to RUACH COUNTRY BOYS
BACK TO HIGH

Excitement for all, no mtter the age
Carnival Pay Day, trips were so great
Never a bore, fun every day
Achdus displayed, at all our games

Coumpounce, Great Escape, Sports Time and Zoom Floom
Gedolim’s drashos lighton up the mood
Extension in the shul a beautiful gym floor
Every year there something new in store

BACK TO HIGH
Shabbos in camp, a time so unique
Uplifting zemiros, with dear Reb Yitzy
The Rabbi’s words, inspiring all
Afternoon learning, answer the call

AGUDAH’S color war – the achdus so unique
It’s what all camps are trying to repeat
Un-breakable friendships that never ever end
A two month bond becomes a life long friend

Serving our meals, with so much glee
Thanks Rabbi Schwebel, and Mrs. Lankry
Working so hard, on our behalf
Thank you Reb Meir, from camper to staff

Tzays-chem Le-shu-loim – now we say good bye
Attention all the busses have arrived
Pack into your trunks you’ve learned here
Remain a RUACH COUNTRY boy all year

BACK TO HIGH
rd

Aug 23 2008
Last Shabbos of camp

Blue In-General
Dearest Blue Team,
It’s already been 2 hours since I finished reading my personal diary of Color War 08 and I am still totally
speechless and full of emotion. Let me share with you some bits and pieces from my diary that I'm sure you’ll agree
with my feelings. Day # 1: The team goes wild with “bla, bla, bla, Blue!” and I’m convinced my team “pumped r
charged” for Color War 08 Day # 2: The grand play was so phenomenal that people are saying the actors should
become movie “stars” Day # 3: We made history we came out with the biggest blowout in the grand bechina. Yes,
indeed this years blue time was truly “one of a kind” to properly thank everyone for all that they’ve done to insure a
victory would really be impossible so please, please, please, be motel me.
Meir Frishman: To the “King of Ruach Country” I must say its just to hard to say thank you. You eat, sleep, and
breathe Camp Agudah 12 months a year. Everything is thanks to you!
Avi Mori Shlita and the entire head staff: Thanks for giving me this zchus of being general in such a tight and
exciting Color War. Thanks for a summer full of ruchneyos and gashmeyos like no other camp in the world has. May
you all continue in your “avodos hakodosh” for many years to come.
General Mordy: I have so much to say about you that I think ill save it for your sheva brachos. I truly believe the only
reason I had such a blast was because I was doing this with you-an unbelievbal person and general. Thanks for taking
the “segulah” instead of the win.
[And now in bunk order]
Herby: I don’t think you’ll ever know how much I treasure your advice and friendship. Whenever things were intense
I was unsure of my next move you’re my man to turn to. Your always there and always helped thanks so much.
Alty: A friend ill forever cherish. A unique blend of talent, creatively, hasmadah and hadracha make you one-of-a
kind. You displayed the talent and “geshmakite” in a fabulous way. I can’t thank you enough.
S. Leshkowitz: This was the first time I was on your team for color war and let me tell you that there noone out there
that even gets close. Song after song you just kept on proving that your king. The way you lead a grand sing in
something so special I wont forget it for a long time to come. Thanks again and again.
R. Stern: I know that sitting in a room for 20hrs is no fun but when you come out with a master piece it makes every
bit worthwhile. The banner was absolutely breath taking. Your help all around was greatly appreciated.
Y. Kaplowitz: You know it but ill tell you again. This skit is going down as a Camp Agudah classic. Thanks so so
much for all your ideas and acting. You’re simply a star.
Y. Lebowitz: When you agreed to do the races and grand march I breathed a sigh of relief. You are someone who
knows how to get a job done and done right. Thanks again and again and again.
E Golding: A team without actors is like cholent without beans and barley. After doing a smashing job in the skit you
once again were phenomenal in the play. The grand march speaks for itself it was perfect and the credit is yours.
Keep on “smiling”.
S. Grey: Ever since the good old day together you’re still proving what a very precious friend you are. You’re now
finally admitting that you’re also a good thug. Thanks.
M. Edelestein: What more can I ever ask for then to have one of the bnai chabura on my team. Sorry you missed the
second day but you sure made up for it with that grand march. Making sure everything would go great until the very
last detail is something that was appreciated by many. Thanks a million.
M. Meisner: That scene rocked the house. Thanks for coming threw in the clutch and your always invited back to
Lakewood.
P. Herbstman: Just being around to help in your kind and unassuming way meant a lot.
S. Fixler: Weather it was commanding clean up (which is not easy), helping with the costumes, or doing so many
other things for the team, you were truly a great asset.

Aug 24th 2008
Packing Day ,
Banquet, Musical

Y. Birnbaum: Your help with the grand bechina brought out results that we havnt seen in years. Thanks for being there
during the bechina as well to give the good news that we clinched it early. Thanks.
H. Weinreb: They always say those experienced do a better job. You truly proved that at this year grand bechina.
Remember torah is the icker. Thanks tons.
C. Glicher: Having someone who’s pumped, charged, motivated, and ready to work is crucial for a team, you are that man.
The march into the grand sing knocked.
Y. Taub: What more can I say then “you da man”. I don’t think you realized what a help you were to me. Besides for your
acting which was incredible (and loud enough) just being there to give ideas and help me when I was going crazy with the
play meant so much to me. Your pumping by the grand sing was also an enormous help. I owe you a lot.
C. Rosenberg: I think I better as mechila for making you take care of half of color war. you went all out for the activities
and then you just didn’t stop anytime I asked you to help. You were totally involved in different things it’s hard to mention
all of them. Can’t wait to see you (learn with you) in Lakewood.
N. Abromcyk: Its good to know there another person in camp to write songs - I mean songs that are “top of the line”. The
devar halachas were really great and I’m happy that you woke up Zev.
M. Papa: Your acting was great. Hatzlocha in NBC. Always being around to help with a smile was really appreciated.
K. Katowitz: You went totally blue! I’ve never seen anything like you I hope your human and not a machine. Weather it
was the costumes the props or anything else you were able to lay your hands on you just worked and worked… I can’t
thank you enough.
S. Pollack: Thanks for reading and telling me that book. Listen, that’s what happens when you become my neighbor.
A. Hienamin: The “clincher”. The “man who made history”. Your power, effort, and strength into the grand bechina came
out with the biggest upset in a long long time. Thanks a million and remember so many kids learnt only because of your
fabulous job.
M. Neuberger & H. Nierenberg: Thanks for doing your jobs (and acting) with a full heart of blue! Thanks!
Y. Sprecher: Assistant head of costumes is a job that take hours of hard work and no sleep. Just watching you do it so
calmly and with a “smile” was really amazing. Go get some sleep.
M. Kohen: Once again your help with props turned our play into what it was. Thanks loads.
A. Greenberger: What would a color war be without balloons. Thanks for blowing and blowing and blowing.
Reb Yitzi Bald: Thanks for “Perchie 9” and sameach (not the one from Mendy Wald)
S. Becker, A. Greenberger, M. Lichtman, E. Schron, Y. Tepfer, A. Weiss, C. Yavneh, and Y. Zucker: I didn’t know that
monkeys were blue but I do know you guys are absolutely bananas. Your psyching was amazing it meant so much to
camper and staff alike. Just being so vild added a lot to this color war.
R. Augenstein, S. Drasin, Y. Aharanof, Y. Miller (pumper), and M. Ludner: Thanks for stepping up and taking those
activities. You guys were great.
E Gray, E Schron, N Dusowitz: Your help with scenery and props (sukah by Dusowitz), murals, really had great results.
Thanks tons.
C. Glicher, B. Rosenber, S. Drazen, and N. Halbertal: I know that making costumes is no easy task, but im telling you that
every minute of your work was greatly appreciated. The costumes knocked.
S. Lichtman: You’re just amazing. Especially when it comes to plays. (Y.M. Finkelman-“you da man”)
9th graders: I wish I could tell each one of you personally a harty thank you for making this color war into one of the most
pumping ones in a long time. It was amazing to see you work and give it all you got.
Bunk Lamed Alef: How can I possibly thank you enough. Your constant support and concern for me gave me such chizuk
and only makes me shed another tear that next year… your decorations in the bunk were unbelievable.
Campers of team blue: Yes “Acharon acharon chaviv”. I told you all the first night that the campers win color war! You
were all fantastic, vild, great, etc… don’t forget “Bla Bla Bla Blue”!!

General Elya
Aug 25th 2008
I’ll always be a Ruach Country Boy

Green In-General
I would say that it’s 4 o’clock in the morning when I’m writing this, like everyone else, but that wouldn’t be true. What is true is that
it’s right before the yearbook has to be sent in so I’ll have to be quick. A wise man once said “It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s
how you play the game.” Well, even though I did lose, technically, as Rabbi Kaufman always says, we’re both winners. I had an
unbelievable time and it was three of the most exciting days of my life. There were many people involved to make this such a great
color war which brings me to my "thank you"s. I would like to ask mechilah from anybody that I did not thank or for someone that I
did not properly thank for everything he did. It was truly an oversight.
First I would like to thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for helping me to this point. Hash-m has been so kind to me throughout all of my
endeavors.
I would also like to thank the head staff for giving me this wonderful opportunity to lead one of the greatest color wars ever. I really
enjoyed every minute and I appreciate all the hard work that the Head Staff put in to make this not only a memorable color war but also
a memorable summer. Thank You!
R’ Elya- There is no one I would rather have been up against than you. You were a great neighbor and a great co-general. I enjoyed
every minute of it staring from that first trip all the way through. The achdus that you showed was truly a sign of who you really are.
Congrats on your win and may we be zoche to bigger and better things. I am looking forward to dancing with you at your chasunah
beshoa tovah u'mitzlachas. Mazel Tov!
Aaron Shleifstein- There are really no words I can say to properly thank you. It would not have been close without you by my side.
Besides for the unbelievable song writing and acting and helping out with the play and the activities you took (it just goes on and on
but I can’t list everything), all of your advice and support and just being by my side really made this color war so memorable. Thank
you so much, you really are a true devoted friend. Looking forward to shteiging away first seder.
Naftali Stern- You were truly amazing. Everything you did you really put your heart into it, whether it was the skit, or the play, or the
comedy song and skit, or even just pumping guys up or quieting guys down. You helped out so much and I couldn’t have done it
without you,
Baruch Shapiro- You were really unbelievable. You have a very bright future ahead of you and everyone knows it. Your talent in
music is simply amazing. The songs were great and you lead them perfectly. The grand sing was one of the best ever. You really put on
an impressive performance.
Pinny Faska- I really don’t know how you do it. You seriously did just about everything in this color war. Your tireless work on the
costumes and balloons and props and everything that no one sees you doing are truly remarkable. The costumes came out gorgeous.
You are such an asset to have on a team. I just knew if I needed something to get done you would make sure it would happen. Thank
you so much.
Chaim Yeruchem Giteles- That play was truly a work of art. The chaps that you came up with especially the whole idea of the setting
were really amazing. You are truly talented and it really showed. Not to mention your work on the skit and comedy skit. Thanks a ton!
Yaakov Aberbach- Your hard work did not go unnoticed. I appreciate all the work you put into the plays and skits. You really were a
valuable asset to the team. Thank you!
Nechemia Isbee- You tireless effort is really something to admire. From your work with activities to the races to the grand Bechina to
the costumes, it was truly remarkable. Thank You!
Meilich Leshkowitz- I’m really happy you decided to come back this year. Your help and insights with the songs were incredible. You
really help everything run smoothly. Thank you!
Dani Stein- I know the work that is put into a Grand Bechina and I realize that it is one of the hardest jobs of color war. You did a great
job and remember that the true schar is really in shomayim. The zchus of causing so much Torah to be learned is really a great one.
Thanks also for helping out with the races and doing the lights. Thank You!
Avrohom “Kal” Kalikstien- You are great to have on a team. You are so talented and funny that the skits become a breeze. You have
an unbelievable zechus to be able to be mesameach others. You would make a good president also. “Four more years.” Thanks for
everything. You were truly amazing!

Pinny Kanner- Thank you so much for everything. The dvar halochos were amazing and so was the camper speech. Even
though you didn’t do the banner, the fact that I knew you were there just in case was very comforting. You are really a true
friend. Thank You!
Gedalya Wielgus- The grand march was really awesome! Your work on and in the plays and skits were really great. It
looks like you’re really getting used to that Raizy role. You were hilarious. Thanks a mil!

Suchi Fried- Once again you came through with a masterpiece! The banner was absolutely beautiful. It was a great idea
and it came out great. Thank You!
Shimshy Brecher and Yisroel Lowenthal- Thank you so much for your work in the Grand Bechina. I realize what a hard job it is and a
mention in an in-general doesn’t really do justice but it’s the best I can do. Thank you so much.
Shlomo Tepper- Thanks a lot for helping out with the races. You came through in the clutch and you were there when we really needed
you.
Tzvi Schwadel, Yosef Joselit, Aryeh Wielgus, Ari Krasnow, Menachem Tepper, Kivi Pearl, M. Malov, - You guys did an awesome
job with psyche. It was definitely a major part of us winning sports. I know it’s not easy screaming like that and I appreciate it. Thank
you Tzvi and Yosef for running the show.
Shammai Whitman and Yoni Leshkowitz- You guys really did a great job with the songs. You are both very talented and have a bright
future in songwriting.
Menachem Tepper- You did a great job with clean up running around checking beds and making sure everything was done right.
Thanks also for your help in the play and for helping out with the races.
Aryeh Wielgus- You are a rising star in Camp Agudah! All of your work with the skits and plays and costumes and props is just the
beginning of a great career here. Thanks so much!
Yaakov Abramczyk and Nechemia Isbee- Thanks a lot for leading the marches!
M.S. Thurm- Your hard work is really something to respect. You don’t stop working no matter what the time until it gets done. The
costumes were amazing. Thank you!
Yitzy Mendel- Thank you so much for all your help with the song, and for your advice with everything. You really were a big help!
To all those who helped out with costumes: Amiel Chicheportiche, C. Gross, Aaron Wolf, Ralph David, Tzvi Zazulia, S. Teitelbaum,
Yosef Joselit, Asher Ordentlich, B.Z. Szlafrok, and Aryeh Wielgus, Yaakov Rosenberg, A.N. Neuberger- Thank you so much. You
guys work behind the scenes and usually don’t get too much credit, but your work was really amazing and didn’t go unnoticed. Thank
You!
To all those who helped with props: M.S. Feivelson, Yosef Joselit, Aryeh Wielgus, Aaron Wolf and M.S. Thurm- You guys did a great
job working behind the scenes. Thank You!
I would like to thank everyone who helped out with balloons.
To all those who took activities: Asher Ordentlich, Avrumi Eherenreich, Shlomo Tepper, Tzvi Schwedel, Naftali Simon, Shmaya
Ebstein, Chaim Leiberman, Gedalya Wielgus, Yaakov Abrmczyk, Dani Stein, Avrohom Kalikstein, Nechemya Polansky, Pinny
Kanner, Simcha Leiberman, Yoni Leshkowitz, Yitzy Miller, Naftali Stern, Meir Rand, Tani Goldbaum, Shaya Rosner, Shammai
Whitman, Ralph David, Boruch Shapiro, Menachem Tepper, Yosef Joselit, Yisroel Lowenthal, Meilech Leshkowitz, Gedalia
Diamond, Chaim Herbstman, Yaakov Aberbach, Uzzie Ktlowitz, Shimshy Brecher, Shulem Weinreich, Aaron Shleifstein- Sports was
huge and you guys played a major role. Thank you!
Yosef Joselit, Tani Goldbaum, Aryeh Brecher, E. Lankry, S. Whitman- Thank for your parts in the play. You did a great job.
S. Ettinger, R. Augenstein, Y. Zucker, B.Z. Szlafrok,- Thanks for covering bunks.
Y. Friedman, Y.Kadish, Y.Meisner, D. Simon, Y. Blech, B. Klien, E. Gottdiener, Y Barnetsky, N. Caplan, S. Young- Thanks for
chipping in all around.
Sruli Batalion, Avigdor Chicheportiche, Yochanan Meir Friedman Yochi Karman Mordechai Lutz, Nachy Monoker, Avrohom Nosson
Neuberger, Dovid Ordentlich, Yaakov Rosenberg, Yitzy Roth, Aaron Schilit, Motti Shor, Leiby Soskin, Yehuda Leib Stefansky, Dovid
Zagelbaum- You guys were so awesome. This is the best bunk anyone could have asked for. You guys were behind me all the way and
your support was amazing. No one can decorate a bunk as well as you guys did after the grand sing. That party was truly amazing!
9th Graders- You guys were really amazing. You’re cheering and chanting was really pumping! (a special thanks to chaim fogel for
your help with the songs and pumping it up. Also thanks to the “hocker” for your support)
Yitzy Bald- You never cease to amaze me. You are so caring about everyone and you use your talents to help people and be
mesameach them. Thanks for everything.
Shloime Leshkowitz and AZ Herbstman- Thanks for everything you guys did for me this summer. You guys are really awesome. See
you in yeshiva!
Last but not least thank you to the entire GREEN TEAM. You guys were awesome and you made this the best color war ever!

General Mordy

TOP 10 CHANTS SANG BY SUPPER
1) WE WANT SHORTER MEALS!
2) WERE FROM BOOT CAMP
3) WHERE ARE THE 8TH GRADERS
4) OOOOH! ATTENDANCE
5) LETS GET FLASIG
6) WE WANT DOUGIES
7) WE WANT COACH BUSSES
8) BEINHORN!
9) 1-2-3 ZEV ZUKES
10) WE WANT A TEAM
TOP 10 REASONS THE PRICES IN THE CANTEEN ARE SO HIGH
1) BEC. NOTHING BEATS THE FEELING OF RIPPING SOMEONE OFF
2) U PAY FOR YOUR SERVICE
3) AMK NEEDS THE MONEY
4) INFLATION/GLOBAL WARMING
5) GAS PRICES ARE TOO HIGH
6) THE NEIGHBORS NEXT DOOR ARENT WILLING TO PAY
7) SO YOU SHOULDN’T BUY SUNFLOWER SEEDS
8) SO THEY COULD AFFORD TO CHANGE THE OIL
9) TO SPONSOR THE ICE CREAM
10) WHY NOT?
9TH GRADE QUESTIONS
WHY DO SENIOR LEAGORS HAVE TO SHOW UP BY 3RD & 4TH ACTIVITIES
WHY IS 9TH & 8TH GRADE CURFEW THE SAME
WHY DO WE DAVEN IN THE SHUL SHABBOS NIGHT
WHY ARE SHABBOS MEALS SO LONG
WHY DO 8TH GRADERS GET ALIYOS
WHY DO WE HAVE CLASSROOMS INSTEAD OF GAZEEBOS
WHY IS SWIMMING AN ACTIVITY
WHY DID’T WE GO TO ZOOM FLOOM
WHY CANT WE GO TO “SHOP RITE”
WHY DIDN’T WE GO TO TORONTO??????????
MO BRESSLER
MO KRAUT
TZVI GREENSPAN
AARON STERN
YITZI ROTH

From The Desk of the Copy Machine
Wellit’sthattimeofyearagain.ThetimethatIdreadevenwhilemostpeopleseemtobehavingsomuchfun.ThetimethatIgetso
overworkedthatIusuallycollapsefromexhaustion.Iamspeakingofcourseaboutcolorwar.Everyyearascolorwardawnsasenseof
greatapprehensionfillsmyverysoul…err…inkcartridges.BecauseIknowwhat’scoming.Itstartswiththemarchingsong.Someone
writesasongandthencomestometocopyitforhim.NowIwouldhavenoproblemdoingthisexceptIknowthattherearemistakes
alloverthatonesheetofpaperandthatahalfhourlatertheywillrealizethisandmakemecopytheentirethingagain.Andagain.And
again.Andthesamemaniarepeatsitselfwitheverysong.Thentheguywhowritestheplaydecidesthateverystaffmembershould
haveascriptoftheplayanditsbacktoworkwithmeyetagain.SoIthinkit’sperfectlyunderstandablethatwhileI’mcopyingmyten
thousandthpieceofpaperIcantakeabreak.Butnooneelseseemstothinkso.WhenI“breakdown”Igetscreamedatandkicked
and shoved and pounded upon! This is so unfair. I work just as hard as anyone in camp and no one eversays thank you or does
anythingniceforme.Itsjustworkworkwork!WellIhadenough.NomorewillIsitinsilenceandallowmyselftobeabusedlikethis.
Next year is going to be a new beginning. I’m going to get voice recognition software installed onto me and I will only copy for
someonewhosayspleaseandthankyou.Also,itwouldn’tbetoomuchtoaskthatsomeoneshouldsaygoodmorningtomeisit?
Anyonewhodoesnotconformtotheseruleswillhavetheircopiesbetoosmudgyorotherwisetoocutofftoread.InthiswayIhope
tobringaboutgreatchangeinthewaypeopletreatme.


TOP 1O REASONS I DIDN’T TAKE A SHOWER LAST NIGHT
1) I DIDN’T PASS THE DEEP WATER TEST
2) IT WAS PAST CURFEW
3) I WAS WATCHING THE JS BASKETBALL GAME
4) THE STAFF SHOWERS WERE LOCKED
5) R’WOLF THREW MY BATHING SUIT ON THE ROOF
6) I LOST MY SHAMPOO
7) THERE WERE NO SHOWER HEADS
8) I DIDN’T WANT TO GETCAUGHT ON THE WAY BACK
9) I DIDN’T WANT TO WALK ACROSS CAMP
10) WHAT? ME SHOWER? I ALREADY TOOK ONE LAST NIGHT!!!
CHAIM KAPLOWITS


The population of the country is 38 million. Four million people work for the government.
(Sanitation, cops, post office etc) Polls indicate that there are four million people currently unemployed.
Corrections department announced yesterday that there are one million serving sentences in prison.
Unfortunately, tree million people are in hospitals. Eighteen million people are senior citizens and/or
retired. Sixteen million, 999, 998 people are minors. In all there are two people left to do the work,
and I am getting tired of doing everything!!
Mordy Weis

Payday 2008!!!!!!!!!!
I came to the dining room with my counselor on Sunday afternoon. On every table there was a paper
from Meir Frischman saying that everyone would have to pay extra for trips this year. Even the
counselors! I watched as my counselor ran with the paper to the nearest other counselor and could
see that he was really upset. Pretty soon the whole dining room was abuzz. The counselors were all
angry that they would have to pay! It was so much fun to watch. It didn’t matter so much to me
because I knew my parents would pay but I joined in on the “hock” anyway. Then it pretty much died
down as everyone just accepted reality. But by supper when the announcement came all the
counselors went beserk! NO WAY!! WE WON’T PAY!!! Pretty soon the whole camp was chanting. But
then we got the biggest surprise… it was Payday!!!! I couldn’t wait to get started. I was busy
wondering how many cars I could clean in 30 minutes to pay attention as the Roov announced the
instructions. My bunk got started right away by bentching. We bentched so loud I thought the
windows were going to shatter. That would have been funny. They didn’t. But we still made lots of
gelt! I wanted to reserve cleaning the entire camp and giving a car wash to every car (I calculated
that it would take my bunk 9 hours to do this) but the roov said it wouldn’t be fair. But we still got
to do lots of cleaning! This is good, because I like cleaning. Every day I do cleanup for my whole bunk
and I make everyone’s bed for them. But I digress. Anyway my whole bunk really got into it.
Everyone went to coco club and R’ Elya said we should come every day also. We all brushed our teeth
twice in less than 2 minutes to get as much money as possible. I wrote a song and my bunk sang it to
Tank and he liked it so much he gave $1000 for it!! So far so good. There was no way any other bunk
could have nearly as much as we did.




TOP 10 ADVANTAGES OF HAVING A YOUNGER BUNK
1) SHUFFLEBOARD
2) THEY DON’T ASK ME FOR STEAK, BURGERS, AND CHICKEN BY A COOKOUT
3) I ONLY HAVE TO SHLEP MY STUFF TO YOUNGER HILL
4) THEY LAUGH AT ALL MY JOKES
5) THER IS MORE FOOD LEFT ON THE TABLE FOR ME
6) THEY ENCURAGE ME TO JOIN THE TEAM AFTER I BEAT THEM IN A 1 ON 1
7) THEY ONLY MAKE FUN OF ME BEHIND MY BACK
8) I CAN NOW TIE SHOES IN 10 SECONDS FLAT
9) I AM BIGGER THAN MOST OF THEM
10) I ONLY HAVE TO INVITE THEM TO MY CHUPAH
SUNFLOWER SEEDS

TOP 10 ADVANTAGES TO WORKING AT THE LAKE
1) WE DON’T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT KEEPING THE WATER CLEAN
2) ITS MUCH SHADIER UNDER R TEKUTSKIES UMBRELLA
3) I GET TO USE THE BULLHORN
4) THRE’S NO ACTIVITY WITHOUT A COUNSLOR
5) I CAN GET CAMPERS WET(YAK BOARDS)
6) I GET MORE EXCERSIZE THAN BY WORKING AT THE POOL
7) LOOKING ON AS CAMPERS SCRUB THE BOATS ON PAY DAY
8) I CAN TIP THE CAMPERS ON SURF BIKES INTO THE WATER
9) I GET TO USE MY WHISTLE
10) OFF ON FRIDAY AFTORNOONS
KOSHER PHONES


MOUNTAIN BIKING
I still remember that July morning and I lay in bed thinking if I should get out of bed when I
heard the sweet voice of Rabbi Kaufman saying “Good Morning” as soon as revelry was over a kid
ran into the bunk yelling we have mountain biking as an activity, we all right away ran to shachris,
Learning groups whizzed by as I thought of those 21 speed bikes going up and down huge hills. I then
raced to whiskeys bus getting a bike and helmet and going to the??? Park. The next 1 ½ raced
through beautiful scenery, speed and swead. Buckets of sweat dripped down me while I raced up
what I thought were mount Everest. We then came back to the busses exhausted spying the ice
bucket and our snoozing counselor with the ice bucket we came up with a brilliant idea. We tiptoed
towards our counselor with the ice bucket slowly, closer…splash!! Having drenched our counselor we
then came back to RUACH COUNTRY hoping for mountain biking in `09

By, A.A.S


Top 10 Reasons to be a JS
Inter-Camp
Senior Hill
Festkite
Another year as a camper
No JC jobs
K I Z Z Y Kizzy is a cutie pie
10 people for roller blades and 6 for ropes and go karts and batting cages
To fill the empty beds
Private staff meeting
Inter-Camp

The inception of a superhero
The day started out as mundane as any other for me. I awoke after a brief 5 ½ hour morning nap only to awake
to a special trip planned for the younger bunks to sportime usa ! I was approached that being a well respected
emissary to the head staff, my presence on this trip would be quintessential to the success of the outing. Now I
must admit, I was reluctant at first to go. After all I was very concerned that my subordinates under my auspices
would be properly supervised during my absence. When I was informed that camp has taken the measures to
assure that janitors would indeed get the baseball field that night I accepted the offer. However, I did contend
that such an undertaking like this couldn’t be done unless I am properly rested and fed. Camp acknowledged my
needs and in turn arranged for a low profile black van to escort me in secrecy to the drop off point. I was also
informed that I would have an added responsibility of ensuring the safety of the pastrami sandwiches and
danishes. I knew I would need a supporting cast for such a serious task. I immediately enlisted Rabbis: Taub,
Zucker, Batalion and head rotator Faska to embark on this journey with me. Rabbi Schilit unfortunately could
not join us; he apparently was being puished for some act of insubordination and was banished to a more
remedial method of transportation. The trip there was fairly pedestrian. After Rabbi Batalion and Faska and
myself sampled several different danishes, the van erupting in flames, 6 hours of traffic, Rabbi Zucker yelling at
the GPS, the passangers of the van getting a full nights sleep, Shimshi Brecher’s phone number being given out
a record 9 times, and the outward harassment of every other car on the road, we arrived. I wont bore you with
the details of the trip itself because trust me they are boring. (One quick snipet though, I went on the bumper
cars with Rookie phenom Baruch Shapiro and a myriad of other staff members and I was the only one who
could parallel park.) We now arrive at the climax of trip. Our van had 2 new additions of Rabbi Schilit
(apparently his exile was lifted) and other random folks. Thanks to me and my competent assistants and their
administrative prowess, everything was running smoothly and we were congratulating each other accordingly.
When suddenly a gust of wind came and flung our side door. It was as if the airlock on a space ship exploded.
With us going 90mph down the highway all seemed lost. I heard Rabbis Schilit and Taub sobbing to themselves
quietly about how they still had so much to give over to camp agudah. Then out of the darkness and flickering
light in our van a burly figure stood up and took a bold initiative. Can it be? Is he really doing it? Yes he did it!
Rabbi Chaki (pronounced Kakey) put his own life on the line when he, with his Herculean strength, shoved the
door closed with an epic thrust of his mighty wrist! He continued his heroic efforts for the duration of the trip in
spite of his dire hunger and constant barrage of wind gusts and flickering overhead lights. When we arrived back
to camp Rabbi Batalion received a Purple Heart medal for being hungry while performing his duties. I went on
to hibernate for the next 3 weeks lest I ever be needed to ref a basketball game for neighborhood day. Rabbi
Taub went on become a color commentator by breakfast. Rabbi Zucker went on to tease Dani Stein about
everything under the sun. Rabbi Schilit went on to open his own congregation in Oheles Shmeel inward house.
Faska went on to edit this article and get less than minimum wage for doing so. But, one thing is for sure this
trip will forever be etched in all of our minds as a fundamental experience in our lives.

Shmelka Hirsch

THE GREAT ONE
I walked into camp starting summer of 08, felt something in the air, a palpable buzz, something I haven’t
felt in a while. Camp Agudah had many positions to fill and searched high and wide, near and far,
interviewed thousands of people and finally came to a decision. Now before I tell you what the decision
was let me tell you what the holes were: Chief Rotator – Lawyer – JS division head – Howies Assistant –
Head of the waiters – 9th grade porch sitters watcher – Head staff therapist –Play director – Skit actor
– COO of Neighborhood Day – Trip goer – Lunch Eater – Collecting donuts and cake from the B-day boys –
Wearing pink shirts – Representing the south west – Making sure there no anti freeze leaking from
anyone’s trunk – Psychologist to the counselors and janitors – Representing rotators by the head table
supper meetings – Danish watcher – Rotating the entire senior leagues in one day – Younger hill walker –
Head counselors office window washer – President of the lodge, not to be confused with the king of the
lodge – Not a league captain – Swing coach (golf) – To test every chair in the shul if they’re comfortable –
Telephone directory – Orange phone guy – C.C. representative – Cd player – Making sure we always have
school busses – and finally something that’s been missing for so so many years, camp just hasn’t been the
same, we finally brought it back, the janitors liaison to the head staff. Now that we see all the positions
that needed to be filled, we dug deep in the pockets and brought back the great Shmuly (Shlome) Hirsch.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------By: Moshe Hirsch, compiled and assisted by bunk Chof Zayin
Camper wish list……….
working batting cages and bumper boats
point system
a camp brother
a kosher phone for every bunk
Niagara and Toronto
Doubles in snacks
Hooks in the shower house
A fence around the old inward house
Overnight hikes
A staff basketball team
A staff room in the shul
A bigger senior hill
Chocolate milk
Thursday night chulent
Lipa Schmeltzer concert
Craftie would do revile
Flatbush split into 79 neighborhoods for neighborhood day
Coach busses for every trip
Ice skating rink instead of roller bladeing
Infirmary open during learning groups
Oig melech haboshon size soda cups given for learning tickets
Pollack’s bussing the tables
Fleishig siyumim during the nine days
Air conditioned bunks
Sunflower seeds
Showers in back of the bunks
Steak sandwiches sold in the canteen
More pancakes

Rotators- who are they really?
By: grey fox

Look around camp and you will often see some people who seem to be doing nothing. However looks can be
deceiving. Who are these people and what do they do? The who is easy to answer: they are the
ROTATORS, a group of hard working dedicated young men. But what exactly is this hard work that they
do? That might prove to be a bit harder to answer but we shall nonetheless try. After the first week of
camp, many counselors feel that they would rather have shards of glass in their eye than continue to put
up with their bunk. But what can be done? They can’t simply leave camp for a day… chaos would ensue!
Campers would go nuts! With no one there to be in charge of the bunks the camp may as well close for a
day. Enter Rotators. These few brave individuals heroically step forward to the task and generously
offer their time to take over for a counselor who feels he must have a day to himself. Without these
noble people every single counselor would go insane before the first visiting day. And yet they are
scorned. For some reason that boggles the mind the counselors fail to recognize the great work that
these Rotators do. They are made fun of. It is said they do no work. Some even go so far as to say that
they are lazy!! Of all the nerve… LAZY!! Well no more! This article aims to shatter that misconception.
Rotators are hard working people. They are what makes camp run smoothly. They are the essence of what
camp is about. ALL HAILL THE ROTATORS!!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Greatest Stunt
By Fried, Sushi

It wasn’t too long ago that I discovered you don’t need to be athletic to pull off a great stunt; you
don’t even have to be talented. All it takes is enough misfortune to get it right. Like my greatest stunt,
which I will gladly share with you. If you know me, by any one of my aliases (i.e. Suchy Fried,
Yissoscher Dov, “Yoeli, What’s Your Real Name”, Fried Sushi, Ahmed Jones, “The Judge”, Artist’s
Bluff, Pickle, Luksh, Chooson or Suchy Beirish), you’ll know I’m not exactly the largest person around.
As a matter of fact, I’m very far from being fat at all; I think I’m closer to being nothing. So we can all
agree that my stomach isn’t big. Therefore, if I’m at a barbeque, the chances of my pulling off a stunt
involving food, isn’t very high. Actually, it’s close to impossible, or so I thought. That was until that
fateful night that I was proven wrong. It was the night we made a barbeque in honor of Heshy Klein. I
ate normally: one burger, one frank, and two wings, nothing more than usual. I ate the food and it was
very good. The burger was juicy, the frank was the way I liked it and the wings couldn’t have possibly
been better. Nothing happened, until that moment, when no eyes were upon me. I was in middle of
eating my second wing, and as of yet, I had no intention of pulling a stunt. That was until the final
moment of destiny arrived, some will say it was sheer luck, others would say it was
absentmindedness, but I say it was pure misfortune of the unintentional use of dormant and unknown
talent. For it was pure misfortune, that when I, the skinny guy, the guy with no stomach to write home
about, managed to pull my stunt involving food. It was the greatest stunt ever accomplished, yet no
one saw it. It showed boundless misfortune of the unintentional use of dormant and unknown talent.
That one of the skinniest people around, should pull such a stunt while eating, is sure to call for some
applause. Who would imagine that while eating, a skinny guy can pop his belt?

My boss Sean Evan Chirschkov
Chas I am reflecting on what a long summer it was I am must expressing many happy thanks to master in
heaven for all good times I am having. In previous years I am having boss work me hard. To avoid more work I
am faking like I am not speaking English good. I am yelling always thinks like “ya broom” and “sweep nice.”
Foolish Americans! In my country back home I am electrical engineer. I am not needing job of mopping toilets
in camp. I only am coming yes for the ruchnius of ruach country. Problem is when I at home and I want to
buying a boat ticket to ruach country she is not showing up on 1977 world atlas? Travel agent lose very much
patience with me and beat me. But I am digressing YA! This year I am having new boss named Sean Evan
Hirsch. Che is different than anyone else in camp. Che understands our language and he knows it is hard for us
to work after long night of drinking night before the morning. Che fight for us to get baseball field by night
after day and even wasn’t scared when lifeguards ees swearing they will punch in face with their hand. Most of
allsky che bought me new mop after mine was takin away because it was not kosher. Also che help me getting
back my phone after it was taking away because it was not kosher. I am yelling that it is kosher it is just a
triangle k kosher! Most importantly though he is good drinker. He can hold his liquor like good strong Russian
mule. I am liking the way that he was our superdupervisor but was sleeping like senior leaguer after working all
day in hot sun. Lastly he is never snitching on me for smoking or making bbq when not asking for permission. In
summary dus va danya mine deer boss. Thank you for good times dah? Memories that are so special will keep
me warm during those cold nights in the gulag in the cheart of Siberia where I will be engineer and am making
happy times. Have a good vinter zman everyone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MORDY LICHTENFELD
Words cannot describe Mordy our counselor, but we will try our best. He never left out a kid in
the bunk, everyone was included as one. He never treated a kid differently than one another. We
even remember the speech he gave to our bunk when he was color war general. “You guys should
know that even though I’m general it doesn’t mean that I’m not your counselor I’m still always
there for you whenever you need me.” That’s only a sentence of what he is about. It just proves
he is the best counselor in RUACH COUNTRY!!
BY:Yitzy Roth & Yaakov Rosenberg
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PORCH SITTING:
th
It’s a great activity. All of 9 grade would be sitting on the porch chillin out,when it would be
announced that 3rd or 4th activity is starting.It was like automatic, right when we were all told to go
to to our activity we would all plop ourselves down on the porch. We would take out our cell phones,ipods,psp’s, sunflower seeds etc… and start spacing ou. Because everyone loved it, R’Karfiol should
make it an official activity, and could gladly take attendance whenever he pleases.You could have
slept if you wanted to but we would rather do the illegal stuff. Put it this way it was the best
activity.
P.s. thank you Mordy Lichtenfeld for being the best counselor and the best color war general.
THANK YOU!!

By: Gedalya (the real) wiggles, Motti Edelstein, Shimshy Brecher, Kal, cyg, Yitzy Lebo with a little bit of help from Aryeh Wielgus a.k.a wiggle’s
younger brother

CENSUS
1) What is Kizzys job in camp?
abcd-

16th year JS
Camp cutie pie
Jack Stefansky’s assistant
Supervisor of the rotator pool

2) Why didn’t senior leaguers go to Niagara and Toronto?
abcd-

Camp spent the money on the kosher phones
Camp needed the money for the mechina trips
Passport control wouldn’t let Avi Schillit into Canada
Camp needed the money for the rotator pool

3) Why did we get new neighbors at the inward house?
abcd-

They are the same as last year they just grew peyos
Avrohom Moshe brought them in to bring in $ to the canteen
We needed a 10:30 Minyan for Shachris
To contribute towards the rotators pool

4) Why were there so many people in camp wearing cloth yarmulkahs?
abcd-

gas prices are high and these are cheaper
The “geshmake” head staff encouraged it
AMK found a good deal in Shop Rite and sold it in the canteen
Its easier to swim with them in the rotators pool

5) What was Meir Papas job in camp this summer?
abcd-

Kizzys assistant
Gitelis’ assistant
Rabbi Elefants liaison to Camp Agudah
Lifeguard of the rotators pool

6) What was the staff team’s basketball record?
a- What team?
b- censored by Zucks
c- 0-24
d- they had more losses then there are dollars in the rotator pool

7)Why were there so many senior leaguers in camp?
a- Night kollel pays well
b- No room in mechina
c- They wanted to go to great escapes instead of a lame trip like Niagara
8) How was the Baruch Levine concert kept such a secret?
abcd-

What concert?
Avi Schilit is not a counselor anymore, he’s on the head staff.
What secret, the yearbook deadline was august 14th and the concert wasn’t till a week later
The rotators were too busy dividing up the pool.

9) Why did camp bring back quiche?
a- There was an overabundance of seaweed in the lake
b- Budget cuts
c- What do you think happens to all the leftover snacks
d- To leave more money in the rotator pool
10) Why did camp get kosher phones?
abcd-

so Howie and AMK could keep themselves busy
to save klal yisroel
to get the counselors to stop cha-cha-ing
they had a lot of leftover money from last years rotator pool

11) Why does AMK speak at shachris on Shabbos?
a- To prepare for when he becomes shabbos gadol
b- Mrs. Lankry needs to finish giving out food to all her grandkids
c- To divide up the never-ending davening
d- To earn his share in the rotator pool
12) Why was the shul extended this year?
a- Kosher Delight gave us their chairs and camp needed room to put them in
b- To make more room for all the js’s
c- Rabbi Wolf started throwing out more senior leaguers into the shul
d- More rotators came to camp so they could get a share of the rotator pool
13)Why do so many people come to camp for shabbos
a- To sing Ashreinu Mah Tov Chelkenu
b- to hear avi taub yell
c -to hear meir eisig’s oneg shabbos
d -They heard shabbos is when they give out the rotator pool

Eigth Grade – Senior Leagues – Rabbi Feifer
It is with great trepidation that I enter into the beautiful spacios Bais Medrash of the Senior Leagues, Bais Refoel. Although
I’ve given night seder for many years, I’m always nervous when a new season begins. After all, night seder for the eighth has well over
100 members, and I’m a bit anxious about the choices of real cooperation and interest.
This summer, my fears were totally unjustified. The campers with whom I was ‘zoche’ to learn with were nothing short of
extraordinary. Each and every night, bochurim participated and eagerly offered their opinions on the ‘shailos’ which were presented
nightly.
It’s rare to find such interest even with a smaller group of Talmidim. I really enjoyed myself and was very impressed with the
logic and knowledge that these campers displayed nightly.
Some of the cases discussed over the summer included - $10,000 hidden in a case of chickens accidentally thrown out,
indirectly causing a traffic accident, reporting to the police a jew that drives unsafely, responsibility for oil which spilled onto
someone’s property what to do with a winning label contest found by a guest at a Simcha and quite a few more.
At each shiur the talmidim themselves provided most of the answers and all I had to do, was to guide the, to the final ‘psak
din’.
On Shabbos afternoon it was just a continuation of this pleasure, as the campers sat attentively throughout the Chumash/Pirkei
Avos Shiur.
I’m just writing this review as my way of thanking the wonderful Talmidim, campers of the eighth grade for allowing me the
zichus of learning with them.
Remember going into ninth grade is a tremendous moment in your life!!! Give it some thought before you enter Mesivta!!
What you really want to accomplish; how you want others to view you! Grab this great opportunity and by’h you’ll shteig and grow
during these most important years of your life.
Chazak V’Yametz!
Chasema V’Chesema Tovah
Menachem Feifer
718-337-4164
Keep In Touch!!
Best time to call 11:15-12:00 at night
P.S. Thank you R’ Basch, R’ Kaufman and R’ M. Frishman for the great opportunity to learn with the campers!

S.A.L.T. 2008
This summer was certainly Camp Agudah’s “saltiest” in history. I’m sure that if you were in camp this summer
you surely know that S.A.L.T. stands for Shabbos Afternoon Learning Torah. Every Shabbos afternoon in Agudah,
hundreds of campers, Mechina, and Masmidim pack the Masmidim Bais Medrash. The Kol-Torah on Shabbos is
reminiscent of a Shavous Night all-nighter.
Besides all the Chavrusas learning in pairs, a number of well-attended Shiurim took place as well. Donnie Stein
gave a shiur in Hilchos Shabbos and in Bais Refoel Yehuda Leib Freund did so as well. Yanky Kaplan, G. Diamond, Y.
Finkelman, Y. Koplan (masmidim), Izzy Schwartz (masmidim) and others volunteered to give Mishnayos Shiurim.
Every Shabbos, besides the tremendous spiritual reward of Shabbos learning (which the Ben Ish Chai says is
worth one thousand times more then weekday learning), there was a selection of great treats to all participants. From soft
ice cream, hot pretzels, cold can of soda, hot dogs, cotton candy and popcorn, each week brought another great prize to all
participants.
Of course each prize came with its own special introduction, from friends of Denmark to Og Melech Haboshon’s
treats, of army cots, and more. All these were part of the great general Ruach of Kedusha that only Shabbos in Camp
Agudah can create.
Remember to take the most important lesson of all back with you…Shabbos is a special gift – use it!!
Be well and have a great year
Chasema V’Chesema Tovah
Menachem Feifer

